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of the Estate*

person* Interested In either
hereinafter named :
at Paris, In and
At a Proliate Court, held
the third Tuesday of
for the County of Ox for I, on
thousand
in the year of our Lord one
Nov
The following matter
atM 'iundred and three.
T" all

presented

navtixe been

for the action thereupon

Okokbeu :
hereinafter Indicated. It Is herebyall
to
persons In
That notice thereof be given
this order to be
tere<«ted, by causing a copy of
In the Oxsuccessively
weeks
ubllshed three
at South

ford Democrat. a newspaper publlshe<l
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t'arls, tn said County, that they may
on
at Parle,
be held
Probate Court to
A. D. law*. at »
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of
Tuesday
third
the
there
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of the clock In the
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NOTICE.

that they
The subscriber» hereby give notice
of tbe last
have )>een duly appointed executors
will an·! tc-tament of
JaMES SMITH. Late of Norway.
All persons
lu the County of Oxford, deceased,
of said de
having demands against the estate
for settle
same
the
to
present
ease·! are desired
are revues ted to
ment, in.I all Indebted thereto
Immediately
ν
ment
make pa
J. ORIS SMITH.
CHARLES R SMITH
M. SMITH.
EDITH
Ν >i 17th. I9U3.

HOTICE.
notice that he
The subscriber herebv give*
of the
harf been duly appointe*! administrator
estate of
Rumford.
CHRISTIAN AI.KELT, late of and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
having
bond* as the" law directs. All persons
decease·! are
demands against the estate of said
and
settlement,
for
ledred to present the same
to make pay
all Indebted thereto are requested
ment Immedlatelv
1908. TKWKSBURY L. SWEAT.
Nov.

17th,

NOTICE.
notice that they
The subscriber· herebv jclve
of tbe last
have (>een <iulv appointed executrlcee
will an·! testament of
J ERF. WINSLOW. late of Paris.
All
deceased.
In tbe County of Oxford,
against the estate
person* having demands
to
present
desired
are
deceased
of said
all Indebted
the t&me for settlement, and
to make
payment
requested
thereto are

Immedlatelv.
Nov.

17th, 190S.

ET.LA W. BI'RBANK
LIZZIE A. WINSLOW.
NOTICE.

that he
The subscriber hereby gives notice
of the last
has l>een duly appointed executor
of
will and testament
ANN R. RAT. late of Paris,
and
In the Countv of Oxford, decease.!.
All pernor*
given bonds a* the 'aw direct»
the estate of said dedemands
against
having
for setceased are desired to present the same
are requested
tlement. and all Indebted thereto
to make payment
Nov. 17th, 1903.

Immediate!v.
JAMES S. WKIl.MT.
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M.
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AKK, THE

that be ha»
The subscriber hereby gives notice
the last will
been duly appointed executor of
of
testament
and
MART Ρ CDLLINAN, late of Norway.
All perIn the County of < χ ford, deceased.
the estate of said
sons having demanil· against
the same for
deceased are de»! red to present
are requestsettlement, and all Indebted thereto

pavment immediately.
1W». GEORGE H. CULLINAS.
NOTICE.

QRA3S

KINU,

HONK— INTKNSK CUL-

TIVATION PAYS.

Below please find report of my second
and third grass crops, together with the
total crop for this rear, as compared
with the crop of 1902. My total second
crop, 1903, from fourteen and five-eighths
Three and a
acres, was «Mi,212 pounds.
half acres, not well cultivated, produced
only 2.100 pounds; 600 pounds to the
Two and three-quarters acres proacre.
duced 18,900 pounds; 6,871 pounds to
the acre. Seven-eighths of an acre produced 6,518 pounds; 7,732 pounds to the
The balance, seven and a quarter
acre.
acres, produced 38,090 pounds; 5,338
pounds to the acre.
Flrvt crop, 1ΛΟ, was....
Second crop, 1Û03, was
Tulrd crop, 1SÛS, was...

Pounds

..110,7'Λ
«5,211
1,7511

...

...

17s,tr.«
Total, tlr«t, second and third crops
Average. 12,218 pounds, which was an
average of 951 pounds to the acre more
than that of the 1902 crop, which was
lf>4.7i<4 pounds; average to the acre,
11,268 pounds.
The total crop from seven-eighths of
an acre in fourteen years, tirsr and second
crops, one seeding, was 114 tons, 428
pounds. The surface of this field, to
start with, had little or no vegetable
matter upon it—nothing but clay, gravel
First it was intensely
and hardpan.
cultivated: nothing but bone, potash
and nitrate of soda had been used from
the start for fertilizer, at a total cost
not exceeding $230 iu the fourteen years,
or less than $2.25 a tou of hay gathered.
The seeding was fourteeu quarts of
timothy and fourtecu quarts of recleaned
red top to the acre. The crop this year
bas the same relative amount of timothy
and red top as when originally sown.
Some of it will bo shown at the St. Louis
will also be
Fair next year. There
shown samples from other parts of my
grass field. The most remarkable sample will be shown from a quarter acre
section, where the first crop cut this
year was over four feet in height and
weighed 2,471 pounds. The seconJ
crop cut this year was over three feet in
height and weighed 2,240 pounds, making seven and a half feet in height.
Each crop was fully headed and blossomed.· The third crop did not blossom,
but weighed 1,750 pounds, or at the rate
of three and a half tons to the acre.
The total weight of the three crops from
this quarter acre was 6,401 pounds, or
»t the rate of 25,644 pounds to the acre.
Fertilizer cost less than $2 a ton.
A blizzard struck eight acres of my
second crop while drying, and lifted tons
of it into the adjoining forest. Except
for that, I certainly should have had
forty or more tons, instead of the thirtythree tons which I secured.
I have a hay press never before used
this year except once. This year I
found it necessary to press my first
:rop, to get the second crop in tue barn,
which is 60 by 60 by 30 feet up to the
plate.
The live ami a bait acre plum orcnaru
«till contiuues its phenomenal growth
without fertilizers, making this year, at
last, over three hundred feet growth to
the trees. The intense cultivation given it by Clark's double action cutaway
harrow is still doing its work and the
jrass crop from the same cause is giving
While we had two
similar results.
months in the spriug without auy rain,
yet this year's total crop, at* before stated, gave an average of over six tons to
the acre—nearly one thousand pounds
gain to the acre over last year.
If The Tribune Farmer subscribers
will send George M. Clark, Higganum,
Conn., a two-cent stamp, each will get a
circular telling how it is done.—Cor. in
New York Tribune.

Agricultural

Fairs Beneficial.

Mr. Editor:—1 well remember the
first cattle show and fair 1 attended. It
was in the town of I'asco, ami mounted
on a stone wall, Mr. Watson Chute announced in tha afternoon that "there
would be a fair at Naples next Tuesday.'' There had lieen no preparation,
as only two men had agreed that day
I think
to have Casco outdo Naples.
this was in 1863. As my father and I
were riding home that night he said,
"What can you do for the fair in so short
a time?" "I can drive down my steers,"
I replied. So I did, and for several
and fair grew in
years our cattle show
number of exhibits until great crowds
attended, in 1878 we had more than 70

head of neat stock
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ed to make
Nov. 17tb,
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AMONG THE FARMERS.

JONES,

c.

on

exhibition, bitched

stakes ami poles near the town house,
which was filled with products of the
We had no means of raising
farm.
and show
money, except taxiug peddlers
There were no money
men, and tents.
premiums, only preferences, and making
mention of exhibitors through the paThis proved very satisfactory
pers.
until the invitation was sent out to
surrounding towns and some would even
hire oxen to come in to beat our home
U>

Whiter

Democrat.

Oxford

The
Dairying.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
*****

*****
The fall calving cow is at the present
time mure profitable than it the spring
calving cow. This will remain so as
long as most of the cows calve in the
spring and but few in the fall. Oracualiy, however, the desire for better profits
will induce more men to have their cows
calve in the fall, and if the number calving in the fall ever equals the number
calving in the spring, there will then be
no greater profit in fall calvjng ('owe
than in spring calving cows. At present,
however, that condition is not in sight.
Nature says that cows should calve at a
time of year when the pastures are getCopyright. 190·. by (1m BOWEN-MERRILL COMPANY
ting green and the supply of food is on
this
made
Nature
arrangethe increase.
meai, not because there was a sentimentthe condition of the Knglish at Detroit.
al reason for doing so, but because the
Ills optimistic eloquence lulled Helin
[CONTINUED.]
cbief end of nature is to continue the
to » very pleasant sense of security.
life of every species on the earth. But
so easy to satisfy,
man comes along and provides quarters
Of course the tiling was not new; he Beverley was not
for the cow in winter and food fut the had been disarmed before; but her btit his suggestions regarding military
calf when it comes, and nature need be trick of doing it was
quite a mystery discipline and a vigorous prosecution
no longer regarded in the matter.
blockhouse and stockto him, altogether different from nuy of repuira^o the
if
be
would
it
believe
We
profitable
ade were treated with dilatory genialithat he had ever seen.
mure men wuuld have at least a part of
The soft
officer.
"Vous me pardonnerez, monsieur," ty by his sui>erior
their cows "come in" in the fall, is is
wonder of a perfect Indian summer
being now done on our leading dairy she mockingly exclaimed, picking up
river and sky. Why not
farms. It is the only way when' the his weapon and offering the hilt to glorified land,
dream and bask? Why not drink exmilk How must be regulated to supply him. "Here is your sword!"
toddies?
families every day in the year. "The
"Keep It." he said, folding his arms hilarating
Meantime the entertainment to be
man with no certain customers to sup- nnd
to look unconcerned ; "you
trying
ply, but with a dozen cows, will proba- have captured it fairly. I am at your given by Gaspard Roussillon occupied
bly find it more profitable to do the ',>ulk mercy: be kind to me."
everybody's imagination to an unusual
of his dairying in the winter than io the
Rene de Honville. rememberextent.
the
Jean,
and
Koussillon
"Mme.
If nis cows go dry it should
summer.
racket of the ing but not heeding the doubtful sucbe in the summer, when the farm h.mds hunchback, hearing the
went long
In winter also foils, had come out to see and were cess of his tormer attempt,
are busy with the crops.
beforehand to claim Alice as his
it is much easier to get help for the standing agape.
refused him.
"You ought to be ashamed. Alice," partenaire, but she flatly
milking of cows and their care. 'The
numerous grain farms have use for their said the dame in scolding approval of once more reminding him of his obligalaborers principally in the summer time, what she had done. "Girls do not feme tions to little Adrienne Bourcier. He
and in the winter the extra men have to
would not be convinced.
with gentlemen."
hunt other jobs. It thus arises tint in
"You are bound to me," he said. "You
"This girl does." said Alice.
the fall men can be secured at reasonand the
"And with extreme disaster to this promised before, you know,
able wages.
in party was but put off. I hold you to it.
Cows coming in fresh in the fall have gentleman," said Beverley, laughing
I am yours;
They pro- a tone of discomfiture and resignation. You are my partenuire and
no summer drouth to face.
duce their calves and begin milk giving
"Ah, in'sicu'. there's nothing hut dis- you can't deny that."
"No. you are uot my partenaire," she
on dry feed, and there is nothing to aster where she goes,"
complained
"Feu
cause them to drop off in their milk the
Mme. Koussillon. "She is a destroyer firmly said, then added lightly,
and
are 'dead
whole season through, nor is there any of
everything. Only yesterday she mon partenaire, you
sucfrom
time when they are changed
buried as my partner at that dance."
my pink bowl and broke It.
dropped
the
When
to
change
culent food
dry.
He glowered in silence for a few mothe only one 1 had."
comes in the spring, the change is from
"And just to think." said Roverley, ments, then said:
disnot
does
which
to
food
green,
dry
"It is Lieutenant Beverley, I supcondition
turb their milk-giving functions but only "what would have been the
of my heart had we been using rapiers pose?"
stimulates them.
She gave him α quick, contemptuous
It is claimed by those that takS up Instead of leather buttoned foils! She
this method of producing milk that'they would have spitted It through the very look, but turned it lnstuntly into one
of her tantalizing smiles.
get a larger aggregate yield of milk dur- center."
"Do you imagiue that?" she demanding the year than by the other way.
"Like enough." replied the dame inThis is because with spring calving cows
wouldn't wince, ed.
"She
differently.
there is a great falling on in the «milk
"Imagine It! I know It," he said
either—not she."
yield when the cows are changed from
Alice ran into the house with the with α hot flush. "Have I no sense?"
pasturage to dry feed in the fall. This
followed.
"Precious little," she replied with a
shrinkage no amount of scientific feeding foils and Beverley
"We must try it over again some day merry lu ugh.
will recover. Moreover, in most cases
"You think so."
there is a decided falling off during the soon." he said. "1 find that you inn
summer drouth, which falling off h also ehow me a few points.
"Go to Father Beret, tell him everyWhere did you
never regained.
Is M.
thing, and then ask him what ho
learn to fence so admirably?
The prices for milk and butter are far
thinks." she said in α calm, even tone,
Koussillon your master?"
better in the winter than in the summer,
he isn't." she quickly re- her face growing serious.
"Indeed
and this is a very important consideraThere was an awkward silence.
swordsThe unskillful dairyman <s far plied. "He is but a bungling
tion.
She had touched Rene's vulnerable
libat
not
I
am
master—but
man.
η
butter
the
My
less likely to make poor
was nothing if not a devout
winter than in the summer, for the rea- erty to tell you who has taught me the spot. He
Catholic, and his conscience rooted itson that the air is not so full of lactic
little I know."
Beret had
acids germs and other ferments of a
"Well, whoever he is 1 should be glad self in what good Futher
more objectionable character.
Though to have lessons from him."
taught him.
the color is lacking, the quality of butFather Beret was the humble, seir
"But you'll never get them."
are
Prices
ter is otherwise better.
never tiring agent of good in
effacing,
"Why?"
frequently double those obtainable for
his community. He preached in a ten"Because."
it in the summer.—Farmer's Review.
der singsong voice the sweet monot"A woman's ultimatum."
Management of The Woodlot.
"As «ood as a man's," she bridled onies of his creed and the sublime
the
Id handling a neglected woodlot
inprettily; "and sometimes better—at the truths of Christ's code. Ile was
first work will naturally be to get tofoils for example. Vous—comprenez, deed the spiritual futher of his people.
U>
cut
and
then
gether the down stuff,
No wonder Rene's scowling expression
the dead or dying trees whatever n'est ce pas?"
out
Ile laughed heartily.
changed to one of abject self concern
the size. An occasional live tree may
"Yes. your i>oint reaches me." he when the priest's name was suddenly
have to be cut for making a roadway
connected with his mood. The confesfor hauling out the wood, though it is said.
When Beverley, taking his leave, sional loomed up before the eyes of his
often a good plan to haul out trees to
the edge of a lot by hitching a horse to passed through the pute nt Koussillon conscience am! his knees smote togeththe butt and thus get through narrower
place, he met Kene de Hon ville going er, spiritually if not physically.
places than a sled or wagon could be In. It was a notable coincidence that
"Now," said Alice brusquely, but with
drawn. I once knew a chestnut lot
each young man felt something trouble- sweet and gentle firmness, "go to your
nicely cleaned that way without cutting some rise in his throat ns he looked fiancee, go to pretty and good Adrienne,
any road at all. Frequently the ho*-se
and ask her to be your partenaire.
could haul out quite a number of luto the other's eyes.
A week of dreamy autumn weather Refresh your conscience with a noble
When trees
dead trees at a time.
dear
die from standing too crowded there cam·· on. during which Beverley man· draft of duty and make that
little girl overflow with Joy. Go, Rene
are usually but a few side branch- aired to Ixt with Alice a grunt deal,
es of any size and only the bodies are mostly sitting on the Itoussillon gallery, de Ronville."
worth saving for fuel. Λ horse will where the fading vine leaves made
Rene felt his soul cowering, even
haul one or more such bodies round beand where the tem- slinking, but he fairly maintained a
whisperings,
fairy
tween standing trees at a good advangood face, and went away without saytage. When hauled out to the edge of pered br^z*» blew deliriously cool from ing another word.
it
tbey over the dUtant multicolored woods.
the lot or to a road cut through
"Ciel, ciel, how beautiful she is!" he
can be cut down or sawn into suitable ΊΤ.ί» men of Vlncennes were gathering
as lie walked along the naror
on
sled
thought,
for
wagon.
loading
lengths
their Indian corn early to dry It on the
row street in the dreamy sunshine.
On every steep hillside woodlot trees
Into winter meal. Many
for
cob
grating
"But she is not for me, not for me."
can often be hauled on the ground far
women made wine from the native
more safely than if loaded on wheels or
He shook himself and tried to be
richer
and
sweeter
the
from
and
After cleaning out down stuff gin pes
sled.
cheerful. In fact he hummed a Creole
KoussilMrs.
vines.
and the standing dead trees the next fruit of imported
ditty, something about "La belle Jean*
a
aim should be to thin out live wood lon and Alice stained their hands
•tte, qu' a brise mon cœur."
season
for
the
too
the
pressing
where the trees stand
thickly
deep purple during
Days passed, and at last the time of
is
in
timber
Good
lot.
the
of
best good
and Beverley found himself engaged
and all
fuel
than
more
worth
always
helping them handle the juicy crop,
trees that are of inferior kinds and all
while around the overflowing earthen
of
the
or
crooked
unhealthy specimens
the wild bees, wasps and hornets
better varieties should be removed as fois
hummed with an hiccssaut, jarring
fast as needed for fuel.
One thing I would insist upon in ad- monotony.
Jean, the hunchback, gathered ample
vising the cleaning up of woodland,
which is to always leave a strip at the stores of hit kory nuts, walnuts, hazeledges, especially on the side of the pre- uuts and pin oak^ acorns. Indeed, the
vailing winds, to keep the hard winds whole population of the village made a
out. On the southerly side I would
the
great spurt of Industry just before
also leave the trees untrimmed to preof winter, and presently, when
falling
of
the
bark
the
vent the suu from killing
had been completed
trunks and thus doing harm. In cutting every preparation
cold season, M. Housoff large woodlots where the work is for the dreaded
continued through a series of years, it is siiion carried out his long cherished
ι
at the
more comfortable for the choppers ο plan, and gave a great party
begin on the suuny side, but observing river house. After the most successful
the
felt
persons must have noticed that
trading experience of his life he
.standing trees left on the exposed edge irrepressibly liberal.
are checked in their growth by the ex"Let's have one more roaring good
sumposure to the burning rays of the
"That's what life is
he eaid.

ALICE of OLD
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By MAURICE THOMPSON
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raised steers. This was the beginning mer sun. The north winds are usually time,"
that he has
The subscriber herebv give· notice
of the end, and our fair began to go less
estate
tbe
damaging to exposed trees than is for."
of
been duly appointed administrator
down until our president offered a money the sun on trees that have always been
of
a
and
best
Brownfleld,
the
drawing,
for
of
late
ΟΠΑΓΤΕΚ VIL
premium
WILLIAM W. SPRING,
shaded by companion trees. And yet
and given
of oxen that won the prize at the while a lot is
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
and growing I
pair
TtlK mayor's paktv.
young
having
All
direct·.
pereons
town and
bond· as the law
deceased are county fair was driven into
would never trim close to the edges to
was a
good officer in
demand* against the estate of said
and I
through several shows in other let the winds in. The leaves that andesired to present the same for settlement,
and his paI passed
respects,
many
make
to
This
pay
towns that fall and won the prize.
all Indebted thereto are requested
nually fall should remain under the
triotism was of the best; but
uient Immediately.
ended our show for several years. A trees to
moisture
hold
SPRING.
the
E.
roots,
SAMl'EL
protect
Nov. I7th, 19U3.
be liked jolly company, a
revival came on for a couple of years, and
There wan a wring and a jerk—he wax
yield up their fertility when finally
of something strong and a large
until at last while the farmers were englass
dUarmed.
sometimes
have
I
gathered
decayed.
were
miles
exhibits
their
put
Detroit
many
lay
STATE OF MAINE.
joying the racing
leaves from woodland for use in stables share of ease.
be
It was α
could
hall
arrived.
the
event
that
so
wilderness,
the
the
out of doors,
groat
Nov. S, 1905.
or for other purposes, but it is always northeastward across
0\fuKi>, se.
with
November on used for a dance in the evening. This a
to the trees unless the lot is and the English, he thought, would frosty night, c«nr, sparkling
Taken this twenty-third dav of
damage
on a judge
down from
the last straw, and I think that so situated that the leaves would be
execution dated Nov. S and Usued
proved
come so far to attack his little stars, a keen breath cutting
Cou>t
Judicial
scarcely
fairs are
inent rendered by the Supreme
M. Houssilion, Mine.
thereof begun this recital will explain why
blown out anyway. Most every wood- post, especially now that most of the the northwest.
for tbe County mà Oxfonlat a term
October, to not more successful in rural sections.
in a state of nature is bordered with Indians in the intervening country had Roussi lion. Alice and Lieutenant Itoverand held on th^econd Tueadav of
lot
l»ur
L.
C.
offer
of
wit on the3)>th of October In favor
My idea is that the state should
of shrubbery that does
to the river house,
A. Thayer of Saco,
the young an undergrowth
declared in favor of the Americans. ley went together
<1n of Porte, against Fred
dollars and a small stipend to encourage
out strong winds.—Cor. in Ν. £
hud l>een preceded by alkeep
In the County of York, for flfty eight
been
whither
bad
they
weather
the
home
in
too.
dollar»
produc- Fax mer.
Recently,
in each town to engage
and eleven
twenty three cents damage,
to uiost the entire population of Vlnand will be tion.
Then let the state protect each
.tnd thirty two cent· coat of suite,
favoring him by changing front wet
la said Porter,
outManure.
not
its
and
cennes. Some tires had been built
sold at public auction at mv store,
allowing
Farmyard
Wabash
with
laws,
Applying
just
day association
dry, so that the upper
4o tbe highest bidder, oa tbe tweaty-fourth
without
too great for
an experiment conducted at the
exhibit
crowd
an
the
forenoon,
would
make
proving
to
la
the
By
side,
and
one
low
clock
any
tributaries were falling
of December at ten of the
and all the
as there had to
Ottawa experiment farm, which lasted
tbe following described real estate,
stating where it was produced and isunder
difficult to navigate with the building's cupucity,
the said Fred A.
the over a period of years and which is re- soon be very
When there
right, title an·! interest wbleh the same, on the what conditions.
be ample space for the dancers. Merry
batteaux.
was
it
large
Thaver has or had In and to
his
ported in the Farmer's Review,
19®. at three same notice taken of a boy with
hovered around the flaming
third day of September, A. D. the
same waVery little was done to repair the groups
a drawing proven that an eqnal weight of -fresh
o'clock In the aftaruoon, when suit, to wit : steers that there is now with
while within the house a fiddle
a
of
remuant
logs,
same
manure
the
la
well-rotted
and
can
of
writ
and
dilapidated
how
stockade
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Rene was gazing in dumb admiration
Into which then* swept a powerful
anger, like a breath of tlame. He recol-

lected how Alice had refused to wear
that ilross when he had asked her, and

now she had it on. Moreover, there «lie
stood beside Lieutenant Beverlev, holding his ariu. looking up into his face,
smiling, speaking to him.
"I think .vou might tell me what has
i°d." said Adrienne, pouting and

happe:

8'ill pl-.vfchv nt Ills arm. "I can't see a
thin:*. and you won't tell me."
"Oil, it's nothing," he presently anThen he
swered rather freifully.
stooped. lowered liis voice and adde<l:
"It's Mile. Unussilloii all dressed up
like a bride or something. She's got on
:t I :-n silk dress that M. Roussi lion's

n:oMi?r l:.:d in France."
"Ι'τ.ν l> Miitiful slie must look!" cried
the j !rl. "i wish i could see her."
Kmc put a l;.:;id on each side of her
slender waist and lifted her high, so
that her pretty head rose above the
crowding people. Alice chanced to turn
her face that way just then and saw
the unconventional performance. Her
she
eyes met those of Adrlenne and
It
gave a nod of smiling recognition.
was a rose beaming upon a gillyflower.
M. Roussi lion naturally understood
that all this stir and crowding to see
was hut another demonstration of his
popularity. He bowed and

personal

waved a vast hand.
But the master of ceremonies called
loudly for the dancers to take their
places. Oncle Jazon attacked his fiddle
with startling energy. Those who were
not to dance formed a compact double
line a found the wall, the shorter ones
in front, the taller in the rear.

The dancing went on at a furious pace
while they stood there. Now and again
a youth came to claim her, hut she
said she was tired and hedged to rest
awhile, smiling so graciously upon each
one that his rebuff thrilled him as If it
had been the most flattering gift of tender partiality, while at the same time
he suspected that It was all for Bever-

ley.

Helm in his most

circulating freely.

jovial

mood was

It was late when fathers and mothers
In the company began to suggest adjournment. In the open lamps suspended here and there the oil was running low, and the rag wicks sputtered
and winked with their yellow flames.
"Well," said M. Roussillon,. coming
to where Alice and Beverley stood insulated and isolated by their great delight in each other's company, "it's
time to go home."
Beverley looked at his watch.

It wan

quarter to three!
Alice also looked at the watch, and
saw engraved and enameled on its massive case the Beverley crest, but she
did not know wlmt it meant. There
was something of the sort in the back
of her locket, she remembered with sata

isfaction.
Just then there was a peculiar stir in
the flagging crowd. Some one had arrived, a coureur de bois from the north.
The
Where was the commandant?
coureur had something important for
him.

Beverley heard a remark in a startled
voice about the English getting ready
for a descent upon the Wabash valley.
This broke the charm which thralled
him and sent through his nerves the
bracing shock that only a soldier can
feel when a hint of coming battle

reaches him.
Alice saw the flash In his face.
I must
"Where is Captain Helm?
Excuse me," he
see him Immediately.
said, abruptly turning away and looking over the heads of the people. "Yonder he is; I must go to him."
The coureur de bois, Adolphe Dutremble by name, was just from the head
waters of the Wabash. He was speak-

ing to Helm when Beverley came U]
M. Koussilion followed close upon the
lieutenant's heels, as eager as he to
know what the message amounted to:
but Helm took the coureur aside, moM.
tioning Beverley to join them.
Koussilion included himself in the con·
ference.

It viië (is if a (jutxn had entered.

Alice and Beverley were kin in tne
whirl of the (lance, forgetful of every
thing but an exhilaration stirred to its
utmost by Oncle Jazou'e music. When
their dance was emlfd they to'.', wed
the others of their set out into the «;>-·η
nir while a fresh stream of eager d.'.ncBeverlej* insisted upon
ers poured in.
wrapping Alice in her mantle of un
lined braver skin against the searching
winter breath. They did not go to the
fire, but walked back and forth, chatting until their turn to dance should
come aûain. pausing frequently to exwith some of tl'e

change pleasantries
people. Curiously enough both of them
had forgotten the fact that other young

would be sure to ask Alice for a
dance and that more than one pretty
creole lass was rightfully expecting a
giddy turn with the stalwart and handsome Lieutenant Beverley.
Itene de Bonville before long broke
rudely into their selfish dream and led
Alice into the house. This reminded
men

Beverley of his social duty; wherefore,
seeing little Adrienne Bourcier, he
made a rush and secured her at a

swoop from the midst of a scrambling
circle of mutually hindered young men.
"Allons, ma petite!" he cried, quite in
the gay tone of the occasion, and swung
her lightly along with him.
It was like an eagle dancing with a
linnet, or a giant with a fairy, when
the big lieutenant led out la petite
Adrienne. as everybody called her. The
honor of Beverley's attention eat unall
to
ward Bene and Alice. Nor was Bever
ley so absorbed in his partner's beball
that he ever for a iuomeut willingly
lost sight of the floating buff gown, thi
shining brown hair and the beautifu.
face, which formed, indeed, the centei

appreciated on Adrienne's mind, for
her thoughts went with her eyes

of attraction for all eyes.
It wai some time before Beverley
could agi<in secure Alice l'or a dance,
and lie found it annoying him atrociously to see her smile sweetly 011
some buckskin clad lout who looked
like an Indian and danced like u Parisian. He did not greatly enjoy must
of his partners; they could not appeal
to any side of his nature just then.
Not that he ut all times stood too much

his aristocratic traditions, or lacked
the virile traits common to vigorous
and worldly minded men, but the contrast between Alice and the other girls
bar
present was somehow an absolute
deto a democratic freedom of the sort
He met
manded by the occasion.
Father Beret and passed a few pleas-

on

ant wo/ds with him.
"They have honored your flag, my
eon, 1 am glad to see," the priest said,
pointing with a smile to where, in one
Alice s
corner, the banner that bore

effectively draped.
Beverley had not noticed it before,
and wheu he presently got possession
name was

of Alice he asked her to tell him the
the fort,
story of how she planted it on
although he had heard it to the last
detail from Father Beret just a moment ago. They stood together under
its folds while she naively sketched the
her picscene for him, even down to
turesquely disagreeable interview with
to
Loug Hair, mention of whom led up
the story of the Indian's race with the
stolen dame Jeanne of brandy under his
the
arm ou that memorable night and
subsequent services performed for him
Father Beret and her after she and

by

Jean had found him in the mud
the river.

beyond

Pains in the Back

Are symptoms of a weak, torpid
or
stagnant condition of the kidneys
liver, and are a warning it is extremely
or

hazardous to neglect, so important
is a healthy action of these organs.
They are commonly attended by loss
of energy, lack of courage, and someforeboding and detimes

by gloomy
spondency.

UI had pains In my back, could not sleep
and when I got up In the morning felt
takworse than the night before. I began
ing Hood's Saraaparllla and now I can
to
sleep and get up feeling rested and able
do ray work. I attribute my cure entirely
to Bood's Sarsaparllla." Mrs. J. N. Pebby,
care II. S. Copelaud, Pike Road, Ala.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Onre kidney and liver troubles, relieve
the back, and build up the whole system.

After all It was but the gossip of
savages that Dutremble communicated, still the purport was startling In
Governor Hamilton, s >
the extreme.
the story ran, had been organizing a
large force. Ile was probably now ο
his way to the portage of the Wabash
with a flotilla of hatteaux, some com
panics of disciplined soldiers, artillery
and a strong body of Indians.
Helm listened attentively to Dutremble's lively sketch, then cross que:
tloned him with laconic directness.
"Send Mr. Jazon to me," he said t<>

M. Rouesillon, as If speaking to a senant.
The master Frenchman went prouipi
ly, recognizing Captain Helm's right to
command, and sympathizing with hi;
military predicament if tb

unpleasant

should prove true.
;
Oncle Jazon came In a minute, hi
fiddle and bow clamped under his arui.
to receive a verbal commission, which
sent him with some scouts of his own
news

choosing forthwith to the Wabash portage, or far enough to ascertain what
the English commander was doing.
After the conference Beverley made
baste to join Alice, but he found that
she had gone home.
"A fix we'll be in If Hamilton
comes down here with a good force."

off down here only to capture a rotten
stockade and η lot of gabbling parly*
voos?"

while he did not feel quite
confident as bis chief, wns not sorry
that things looked a little brighter than
he had feared they would turn out to
be. Secretly and without acknowledging it to himself he was delighted with

Beverley,

as

the life he was living.
He begnn to like walking about aimlessly In the town's narrow streets,
with the mud daubed cabins on either
hand. This simple life under low.
thatched roofs had a charm. Everybody cried cheerily, "Bon Jour, monsieur, comment allez-vous?" as he wont
by, always accompanying the verbal
salute with a graceful wave of th»
hand.
But It was always a glimpse of Alice
that must count for everything in Beverley's reckonings, allieit he would
have strenuously denied It. True b··
went to Itoussillon place utmost every
day, it being a fixed part of his well
ordered habit, and had a talk with her.
Sometimes, when Dame Koussillon was
very busy and so quite off her guard,
they read together in a novel or in certain parts of the odd volume of Mon
talgne. This was done more for the
sweetness of disobedience than to en

the already familiar pages.
Now and again they repeated their
fencing l>ont. but never with the result
which followed the lirst. Beverley soon
mastered Alice's trieks and showed her
that, after all, masculine muscle is not

Joy

to be discounted at Its own game by
the mo«t wonderful womanly
strength and suppleness. She struggled
bravely to hold lier vantage ground
once gained so easily, but the Inevitable was not to bo avoided. At last one
howling winter day he disarmed her
by the very trick that she had shown
him. That ended the play, and they
ran, shivering, into the house.
"Ah," she cried, "it isn't fair. Yon
are so much bigger than I. You have
so much longer arms, so much mote
weight and power. It all counts against
me! You ought to be ashamed of your
self!" She was rosy with the exhllarat
ing exercise and the biting of the frosty breeze. Her beauty gave forth a
even

ray.
Deep in her heart she was pleased to
have him master her so superbly; but
as the days passed she never s;id s>,
never gave over trying to îmikc him
feel the touch of her foil. She did not

new

that her eyes were getting
through his guard, that her dimples
were stabbing his heart to its middle.
"l'ou have other advantages," lie replied, "which far overbalance my
know

greater stature and stronger muscles."
Then after a pause he added. "After all
u girl must be a girl."
Something in his face, something in
her heart, startled her so that she made
a quick little move like that of a rest-

the English with open arms. 1 know
'em. They're good hearted, polite aud
all
that; they'll hurrah for the
flag—that's easy enough—but put 'em
to the test and they'll Join In with tinstrongest side; see if they don't. Of

"He and Father Beret control tin·
whole iKipulatlou at all events," said

Beverley.
"Yes, and such a population!"
While joining in Captain Helm's

the expense of Yincennes.
Beverley took leave to indulge in a
mental reservation in favor of Alice.
She had
Ills heart was full of her.
surprised his nature aud tilled It as
with a wonderful, haunting song. And
a
yet, in his pride—and It was not false
his
pride, but rather u noble regard for
birthright—he vaguely realized how fa-

laugh

at

she was from him, how impossible.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE DILEMMA OF CAPTAIlf H ELU.

ONCLB

JAZON, feeling like a
fish returned to the water after a long and torturing captivInity in the oi>en air, plunged
to the forest with anticipations of lively
adventure and made his way toward

the Wea plains. It was bis purpose t<
get a Itoat at the village of Ouiateuon
and puil thence up the Wabash until lie
could find out what the English were
doing. He chose for his companions
exon this dangerous expedition two
and
pert coureurs de bois, Dutremble
Balloup. Fifty miles up the

Jacques
river they fell in with

some

friendly

Indians, well known to them all, who
were returning from the portage.
The savages Informed them that
there were no signs of an English adSome of them
vance in that quarter.
had been as far as the St. Joseph river
and to within a short distance of De-

troit without seeing a white
hearing of any suspicious movements
So back
on the part of Hamilton.
man

or

Oncle Jazon with his pleasing rehad
port, much disappointed that be
not been able to stir up some sort of
trouble.
It was Helm's turn to laugb.
"What did I tell you?" he cried, in a

came

jolly mood, slapping Beverley on the
shoulder. "I knew mighty well that it
in it
was all a big story with nothing
What on earth would the English be
thinking about to march an army away

Beverley. "I hare not misunderstood
You
There lias been nothing.
you.
have treated me kindly and wlili beautiful friendliness. You have not done
or said a tiling that Father Beret or
anybody else could criticise, and if I
have said or done the least tiling to
trouble you I repudiate it—I did not
Now you lielieve me, don't
mean it.
you. Miss Itousslllon V"
Ile seemed to be falling into the habit of speaking to her in Kngllsh. She
understood Tt somewhat imperfectly, especially when in an earnest moment be
rushed his words together as if they
had been soldiers he was leading at the
charge step against an enemy. His
manner convint mi her even though his

diction fell shott.
"Then we'll talk about something
else," she said, laughing naturally now
and retreating to a chair by the hearthside. "1 want you to tell me all about
yourself and your family, your home
and everything
She seated herself with an air of conscious aplomb and motioned him to
take a distant stool.
There was a ureat heap of dry logs in
the fireplace, with pointed flames shooting out of its crevices and leaping into
the gloomy, cavelike throat of the flue.
"

Outside a wind passed heavily across
the roof and bellowed in the chimney

top.

Beverley drew the stool near Alice,
who with α charred stick used as a

poker

thrusting

was

at

the glowing

revices and sending showers of sparks
aloft.
"Why. there wouldn't be much to
tell," he said, glad to feel secure again.
"Our home is a big old mansion named
Beverley Ilall. oil a hill among trees
and half surrounded with slave cabins.
It overlooks the plantation in the val·
•

f~7

Γ

face and thought she was angry.
"You should not use your dimples to
distract my vision," he quickly added,
with a light laugh. "It would be no
worse for me to throw ihy hat in your

face."
His attempt at levity was obviously
She looked straight into his
weak.
a simple,
eyes with the steady gaze of
earnest nature shocked by a current
quite strange to it. She did not understand him. and she did. Her Hue

in lier l'ace:
me not to foryou. Father Beret told
get my dignity when in your company.
He told me you might Misunderstand
I shall not fence
I don't care.
tue.

WEEDS

"Roussillon"— Beverley began.

vicious."

dangerous collision. He was as much
self deceived as was she, and he made
more noise about it.
"It is you who have misunderstood
me," she replied, smiling brightly now.
but with just a faint, pitiful touch of
regret or self blame lingering In her
voice. "Father Beret said you would.
I did not believe him, but"—
"And you shall not believe him," said

not often do in couverwtion with her.
It was a sign that lie was somewhat
wrought upon. She followed his rapid
words with difficulty, but she caugbt
from them a new note of feeling. He
saw a little pale flare shoot across ht r

course there are a few exceptions.
There's Jazon, he's all right, and I
have faith in Bosseron, and Legrace,
aud young Itonville."

"Is much of α blowhard," Helm Interrupted. with α laugh. "Barks loud, but
his lilting disposition is probably not

you have!"
On his part it was exaggerating α
mere contact of mutual feelings into a

less bird.
"ïou are beautiful, ana mat muse»
my eyee a ml my luuitl uncertain," lie
"Were I fencing with a
went υη.
man there would be no glamour."
He spoke in English, which he dit!

Beverley was young, energetic, bellicose, and to him everything seemed possible; he believed in intuition gathered swiftly together a
vigilance, discipline, activity, dash; he hundred shreds of impression received
bad a great faith in the etiicacy of en- from liiui during their recent growing
thusiasm.
intimacy. He was a patrician, as she
"We must organize these French- vaguely made him out, a man of
men," he said. "They will make good wealth, whose family was great, lie
fighters if we can once get them to act belonged among i>eople of gentle birth
There's no time to be lost, and high attainments. Site magnified
as a body.
but we bave time enough In which to him so that he was diffused in her Imagination, as diliicult to comprehend
do a great dee) before Hamilton can
as a uiist in the morning air—and as
earnest."
in
it
we
at
if
go
arrive,
beautiful.
lieutenexcellent,
is
"Your theory
"You make fun of me," she said very
be
won't
it
ant, but the practice of
letting her eyes droop.
deliberately,
worth much," Helm replied with perThen she looked up again suddenly
fect good nature. "I'd like to see you
and continued, with a certain naive exorganize these parlyvoos. There ain't
pression of disappointment gathering
a dozen of 'em that wouldn't accept
"I have been too free with
enid Helm.

with you again." She laughed, but
there was no Joyous freedom in the
sound.
"Why, Alice—my dear Miss Koussil·
Ion, you do me a wrong. I beg a thousand panions if I've hurt you," be
cried, Htppping nearer to her. "and I
You have
can never forgive myself.
somehow misunderstood me, I know

is a human
in weak
best
flourishing
it's
weeds
other
Like
'ungs.
while
young;
easily destroyed
when old, sometimes im-
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weed

possible.
Strengthen

the lungs as you
would weak land and the
weeds will disappear.
The best lung fertilizer is
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iv)

digest

The time to treat consump·
lion is when you begin trying
hide it from yourself.
to
Others see it, you won't.
Don't wait until you can't
deceive yourself any longer.
Begin with the first thought
If
to take Scott's Emulsion.

it isn't really consumption so
much the better; you will soon
forget it and be better for the
treatment. If it is consumption you can't expect to be
cured at once, but if you will
be
begin in time inand willtreatyour
rigidly regular
ment you will win.
Scott's Emulsion, fresh air,
rest all you can, eat all you
and
can, that's the treatment
treatment.
that's the best
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sion free.
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la
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m
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bottle of

"TnrUtoh, TnrleUm," he repeated.
ley whore a little river goes wandering
on its way.'' He was shaking French,
and she followed lilm easily now, lier
their
eyes beginning to fling out again
natural sunny beams of interest. "I
was born there twenty-six years ago
and haven't done much of anything
see before you, mademoivery undistinguished young
man. who has signally failed to nemmplish the dream of his boyhood, which
was to be a great artist like i'.::p!.ael or
Angelo. Instead of l>eing famous 1 am
but a |x>or lieutenant In the forces of

You

since.

selle,

η

Virginia."

"Voit have a mother, father, brother·
She
and sisters'/" she interrogated.
did not understand his allusion to the
great artists of whom she knew uotliShe had never before heard of

Ing.

the
them. She leaned the poker against
and turned her face to-

chimney jarub

ward him.
-.Mother, father and one sister," he
said, "no brothers. We wer» a happy
little group. Hut my sister married and
lives in Baltimore. 1 am here. Father
and mother are alone in the old house.

Sometimes 1 uui teivibly homesick."
lie was silent a moment, then added:
You make me
"But you are seltish.
te
do all the telling. Now I want you
madeof
story,
li.tle
a
me
your
give
moiselle, beginning, as 1 did. nt the
iirst."

"But I can't," she replied, with childlike frankness, "for I don't know where
1 was born nor my parents' mimes nor
who I am. You see how different i. is
I am called Alice Itousdlwith me.
Ion, but 1 suppose t!i;'t my name is
Alice Tarleton. It Is not certain, howThere Is very lit il»· to help out
ever.
the theory. Here is all the proof there
is. 1 don't know that it is worth any-

thing."

She took off her locket and handed
it to him.
He bundled it rather indffferen'.ly,
for he was just then studying the I'.ne
lines of her face. But in a moment he
was

interested

[TO
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Bird Migration.
After years of study devoted to the
topic Professor Alfred Newton of Cambridge stated that without doubt bird
migration is the greatest mystery In the
entire animal kingdom, "a mystery," he

added, "that can be no more explained
by the modern man of science than by
the simple minded savage of antiquity."
Not Jait What Ike Meant,

A little community of colored people
In Alabama hnd raised the money to
build α new church, and the dedication
was to take place the next day. "Where
are you going tomorrow?" the school-

teacher asked one young

girl. 8miUag

radiantly, she answered, 'Tee going to
the degradation of our church!"

HU Thoaght.
"I'm going to tell him what I think
of him," said the angry man. "What
do you think of it?"
"I think." was the reply, "that h·
must be a smaller man than yon are
or else you think pretty well of him."—

Post.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chicago
Chemists,
"I was well; Γ would be better; here 1
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
lie," la the epitaph on a tombstone la
50c. and 11: all druggists. England.
j
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Bethel.

The Curtis Hill Telephone Co.
Bnckfleld.
arm
his
bidly
/West Paris, Dec. 4,1903.
quite
got
Henry
hurt by being struck by a horse and
The annual meeting of the Curtis Hill
thrown down.
and Paris Telephone Co. occurred Dec.
Ike Shaw is hurrying up his taxidermy 3d at Orange Hall, West Paris. Offlcere
preparatory to his departure in January were elected as follows:
He
to his work at Fort Myers, Florida.
President—F. H. Packard, West Pari·.
has many deer heads and other work on
Vloe-PrealUent—Alton C. Wheeler, South
Pari·.
hand.
South

Wast Paris.

The whistle at Mann'· mill ia again
Wallace Miller of
Portland is their engineer. Mr. Mann
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
wants timber hanlea at once and will
take white and yellow birch, white
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 8, 1903.
maple, red beech, poplar, silver birch,
beech and white maple. See their bills
the for prices.
Pastor.
l*reachina «very Sudar il II i. a. injured though thrown out on
atwood A
Forbes, Sunday
School at IS M. Junior C. fc. at 2 SO T. M. frozen
The annual meeting of the stockholdground.
Sabbath Evening Servie* at 7 JO 1". X. Y. P. 8.
Mrs. Mary Chandler, formerly of I ers of the Paris A Greenwood Telephone
Editor· knd Proprietor·.
C. E. Tuesday evening at 7 30 r. M.
Prayer
will be held at
Meeting Tburadav evening at 730. Covenant Bethel but now of Denver, Col., is visit- A Telegraph Company
A. K. FoKBU.
l.ttoHUE M
ATWOOD.
the store of X. M. Small A Son WednesMeeting the laat Friday before the let Sunday ing friends here.
of the month at 2 30 τ. M. All not otherwise conMr. Harry Puringtoc was a guest at day, Dec. 10, at 3 o'clock in the afternected are cordially Invited.
Τκκμ· :—#1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance.
UnlveraaUat Church, Rev. J. 11. Little. Paator. Mr. Fred Chandler's iiome in South noon.
< 'therwlse 92.00 a year.
Edmund Harlow and wife, a young
Single copte· 4 rente. Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. H. Paris the first of the week.

She ®sford democrat,

All legal advertisements
ire given three consectlve Insertion» for $1.30
per inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis

A LiVKKTlUMUiH· :

—

er·.

New type, fast ρ reuses, steam
Job Puntixo
1 lower, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar busl
ne·· complete and popular.

Annual meetnlg of
range, South Paris.

Oxford

Pomona

NfcW AD V fc KT IS Ε M EN'l'S.
IMu Waists.
The Man Who Has to be Out Poors.
Christmas Ciooda—Beck's Bazaar.
Dolls.
Kemoval Sale.
Mark Down Sale.
t'roepectu· of Kastern Argus.
Lowe*! Price* on Christmas Good*.
Unclaimed Deposits.
Notice.
We Want to Find.
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
Appointment of Administratrix.
Annual Meeting.
All Trimmed Hats.
Money Back If Vou Want It.

John's Letter.
UK

DISCOl'BSKS OK

LIKE,

DEATH

AND

1MMOKTAL1TY, OK THE A6KS PAST AND
THE ΚΤΕΚΝΤΓΥ TO COME.

The human muni is so constituted that
there needs must be a variety of views
and a multiplicity of opinions touching
auy une thing, unless indeed it be a
self-evident fact, such as the dead certainty of death, and the utter impossibility for a tax assessor to get a purely
straight statement from him whose taxable property is covered. Upon such
staple truths the children of men are in
perfect agreement. They would be
proper glad to disagree but cannot.
Scientists disagree in science, theologians
in theology; in short, many people differ
in many ways on many things. Man need
not be dogmatic, but it is perfectly
proper that he be positive. Better be
positive than negative. A positive
quantity is a plus quantity, a negative is
somewhat less than little or nothing—
sometimes.
There are a great many speculative
ideas aHoat in the speculative brains of
this speculative age in regard to the
manner how, aud the time when, man
first set foot on the sloping sides of this
good green earth. There seem to be
data, or used to be, from which to calculate the time of his appearance when he
l>egan to make some little bustle ami
confusion in the world, began to gain
some little local notoriety, as a slouch
and a fraud: but even that time is bein>:
set farther back in the dim twilight ol
the past. There are no data to tell with
any degree of exactness or with any
shadow of certainty when came the be
L'inuinir spoken of in (ienesis.
If you consult the chronological tablet
of the past you will come to the easj
conclusion that quite a respectable sun:
of years bave been used up and laic
aside forever since man came upon th«
scene, its beauty and its defilement, its
sublimity and its ridiculousness; to-daj
walking and talking with God in tb<
beauty of holiness, in the sweet sim
plicity of a perfect trust: to-morrov
sweating in the smoke of his own lusts !
reeking in the consuming tires of hi:
own
unholy passions, herding witl
swine of the rakish sort and wallow in;
in the abominations of the sty. A fear
ful down-grade that. It is not reall;
essential to our happiness to know jus
how long ago, to a tick, it was that thi:
valley of shadows was a mere dab of ho
luuscle-mud, constitutionally unfit fo
human occupancy, but if any one cat
give us light on the subject it would b<
thankfully received.
There is a wonderful clock, a magica
time-keeper, they say, set aloft away uj
somewhere in the blue dome of the sky
that not only ticks out the little lives ο
men, but tells off with sonorous sount
the slow-moving cycles of time, striking
once in a hundred years, electrifving th
drowsy continents with its magica
chimes and waking all the grand oh
echoes, and all the sweet, rich memorie
that sleep down in the still green valleyi
of the past. 'Tie a sacred thing, tha
wonderful time-keeper, that magica
clock with its beautiful dial shining ii
the clear light of the heavenly sun, bu
invisible to the eyes that look up througl
the shadows of earth. The wheels be
gan to turn, and the hands began t<
move, when the morning stars sang to
gether, and all the sons of God shoute*
for joy, but Science fails to tix the hour
Modern prophets sometimes tell u
that the weights are running low, tha
the cold, dead tinger on the dial-plat
of time points to the sunset hour. A1
right. Let 'er point! We can't régulât
it, and we have uo key. Thank God, i
ticks strong, and we believe it good fo
another million of years, more or less
as the case may be.
Vain attempt, to seek to know tin
time* aud seasons so wisely hidden fron
tell? Tha
us.
The future who can
there is to be a future of some descrip
there
has beet
that
tion we believe:
a past we know; but how long that pas
has been—except our own—we canno
know. We cannot enumerate the years
We can comprehend the eternity past n<
more than we can comprehend the eter

nity

to come.

There are those wljwdeny that then
is a future for man wliea he has gone ti
mingle with the elements, except such
future as is given to theclode of the valle;
and they ask for proof. "An angel's am
can't snatch me from the grave." Tha
is accepted for a fact, because they know
"Legions of angels can't contine mi
there." They balk at that because the;
do not know. Some things are to b<
taken on trust. We would be sadl·
circumscribed and fettered if we onl·
moved as we have knowledge. Don'
stir until you understand why your han<
and foot obey the mandate of your will
Do you understand all the hidden spring:
of love and hatred, joy and sorrow, hop<
and fear? And where are they located:
And have you a knowledge of that par
of man that can solve the intricate, car
measure the stars and fathom the skies
can capture the electrical king and bit
him go work out the wonders of his will
to whisper and to shout down througl
all the sounding caves of ocean to b<
heard and understood by other people:
in other lands?
Analyze man in all his entirety am
give us the component parts if you can
and tell us, if you dare, that the dooi
of death is hasped behind him foreve;
when his eyelids close and he is carriet
out from among the living. Tell us i:
you dare that we are like the -'morning
clouds that melt away into the iniinib
azure of the past."
When our footsteps turn into the val
ley, dash a light across the gloom, C
Father! Set thy lamp above our heads
Shed thy radiance about our path, tha
we may see and feel no evil where n<
evil is! Help us so to live that in th«
sweet By-and-By we may look back ant
find some sunny passages in our drean
of the past. Our life is but a dream
We shall wake in the morning, and then
shall be no night there.
John.
A drowning accident occurred at Litch
field Monday evening in
Woodburj
Pond, the victims being two of the beet
known young people in the vicinity
They were Lewis Palmer, aged 22 yean
sou of Granville Palmer, an industriouf
young farmer, who resided on the homt
place, and Miss Sadie Tucker, aged 21
oldest daughter of John Tucker, who resided on the Tucker place, about half a
mile from the pond where the accident
occurred. A large party were enjoying
the sport on the ice when the young
couple skated into an air hole. Th«
bodies were recovered.

The Bates debaters looking

IN AU

around

for new worlds to conquer have found
that the University of Vermont is willing to be sacrificed in the good cause
and the contest will be held in Lewiston
City Hall during the winter.

cheerily sounding.

L.
Treasurer—Freeman
Wyman,
It is reported thatC. M. Irish and wife Woodstock
are to accompany Mr. and Mrs. Shaw to
Clerk—William H. Lurvey, Woodstock.
Director·—P. H. Packard. A.J. Abbott. Solon
Florida.
S. Dudley.
6. W. Tilton and Pearl Jordan went to Curtis, M. E. Cummlnge, Charte·
Lewiston on Friday, bringing home a
The directors are residents of Paris,
pool table, placing the same in what has with the exception of Solon Curtis, who
been known as 6. A. R. Hall, for the resides in Woodstock.
Sundav School at 12 M.
club recently formed hero.
This line has four divisions, which
Mr. Nathan Bean is now employed as married couple from Greenwood, moved use of the
into Mrs. Mooney'e old house last Tues- The American Mechanics have occupied have a central at West Paris: one line
Mrs. George A. Gibbs, who has been night watchman at the chair factory.
this hall but have recently vacated.
running into Woodstock and connecting
in the hospital at Lewieton for treatMr. Ethan Etheridge 'Vas taken to Au- day.
Rev. Mr. BufTham is assisting Rev. with lines running to Bryant Pond, MilM les Olive Swett and Miss Carrie Gray |
ment for the past three weeks, is ex- gusta for treatment last Tuesday. For
in
Prince
every
Mr.
holding meetings
ton and adjoining territory; another runsome time Mr. Etheridga has been In the are boarding at James Curtis'.
pected to return home this week.
Millard Emmons and Sam Ellingwood I evening at the M. E. church. Mr. Buff- ning to Sumner and connecting with
J. J. Slattery and family have moved home of Mr. James Bartlett.
is reported a very forcible epeaker. West Sumner, Redding and other terriinto the house with Dr. Houghton.
Mr. Henry Douglass of Bethel and have returned from New Hampshire ham
The Grange advertise a supper and tory in that vicinity; another running to
Charles B. Andrews and wife have mov- Miss Edith M. Emery were married bringing two deer apiece.
Wallace Smith, wife and two children, I entertainment at Nezinscot Hall on the Stearns Hill, connecting with Sumner
ed into the Slattery house.
Thanksgiving eve at the home of the
and Paris line, and branching, so as to
has gone from Biddeford, are visiting their uncles, eveniDg of the 7th inst.
George W. Cole, in cutting the ice bride's mother. Mr.
The new telephone company formed accommodate people living in that viciniand David Einmone.
away from the gate at his mill dam last to Mechanic Falls wheie he has a good I. F.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum is to sell out her for the convenience of Paris and West ty; the fourth division extends from West
week found it ten inches thick. That's position and where they will make their
a pretty good freeze for the tint week in home for the winter.
millinery at cost to make room for new Bucktield people appeared before this Paris over High Street to South Paris
of tnie town Nov. 30 to press village, and has been lately extended to
December.
Mr. Eli Stearns has been in Boston the Christmas goods. It is an opportunity selectmen
their claim for "equal rights'1 to set Market Square, so as to accommodate
to get a good hat at a low price.
The last guests went from the Beeches past week on business.
Freeman Cooper, who has lived at Al- poles, string wires, etc. After consider- business men and others desirous of
The schools in town will open for the
early last week, and the house was closlie Marshall's for several years, lias de- able sparring by legal talent, F. R. Dyor hitching on telephones. This line coned, after a very successful season. Dr. winter term next Monday.
the Oxford County Telephone Co., nects at West Paris with a line extending
Hammond, the proprietor, has gone to
Judge Derrick went to Boston Friday cided that lie would like to try the for
for the Mt. Mica Co., to Bethel Hill by way of Greenwood City
Boston for the winter.
with Mrs. Ilerrick and little daughter climate of Cuba. He has gone to Nor- and J. S. Wright
views prevailed, and Locke's Mills with branches to the
The attendance was fair though not Margaret who were to tall Saturday on way and will soon go to Lynn to visit A. Wright's "Populietic"
were permitted to Paris
as they
Manufacturing Co.'s lumber camps
large at the Γ ni versai ist Circle Tuesday the Romanic to spend the winter in Italy Justin Townsend, who will see him | inasmuch
come as far as Ernest Damon's about a and Patch Mountain, also with line runevening. Those who were present much and Southern France. 'The judge pro- started on his voyage.
Lee Marshall has a nice graphophone. half mile out. Thence it is thought ning over Young Hill and through Richenjoyed the supper and the dancing.
poses to join them in the epring and acThe five act drama, "Under the Lau- they will be permitted to cross private ardson Hollow in Greenwood to North
W. H. Cummings, H. L. Scribner, F. company theni on
tbîir homeward
Norway and Norway village.
B. Scribner and Daniel Winslow left voyage.
rels," will be presented at Dunham's property to the village.
It can be seen that a telephone on this
The winter term of Gould Academy is Hall, Friday evening, Dec. 11th, 11)03.
Tuesday for Grafton on a deer hunt. II.
West Bethel*
line can reach the larger part of Paris,
Cast of characters :
L Scribner came home Saturday night, to open Tuesday.
"Sow scour up your enow belle an<l duet off the Woodstock and
Bertha A. Cole.
Greenwood, also the
The othMUford
and reported no game as yet.
Tuesday evening, a concert, under the Mrs.
elelgh.
Ethel M. Young. I
Ro*e MUford,
more important part of Bethel, Milton
will
frolics
le
ers are still at Grafton.
fur
Universalist
near;
season
of
the
The
society
auspices
Margie M. McKenney. The delights of olil winter are faet on their way. and Norway. It is the intention of the
Polly Dowler,
be given in Odeon Hall. A fine pro- Sooky Button,
Jennie L. Bradbury.
With coasting and buffalo robe cheer,
Curtis Hill and Paris line to arrange
Charles F. Banlen I
Bryant's Pond.
gramme has been arranged by popular Kyle'Brantford,
To thoee folks who are poir and mlnue the "tin"
Clarence L. RHlon
Frank
with parties in Norway village to secure
Colewool,
You can Invent a elelgh ride for a song;
The teachers of the village schools are talent both vocal and instrumental.
Will
E.
Hammond
Ike
Take a pall of Ice water and thrust your feet In, telephone service between that village
at
Garland HobHopper
John L. Marshall
Thursday afternoon,
Miss ilenerietta Douglass of Bethel and
Button,
the
And get Johnny to rattle
tonge."
and West Paris. This can be easily
Carroll A. Bacon.
Miss Derrick.
Chapel, the ladies of the Congregational Zeke
done by Norway people building a line
"The grass has ccaeed Its growing,
Sheriff,
Jerry H. Cole.
Fred Hill of Berlin Falls visited his society will hold their annual Christmas
are
And
the
chilly.winds
blowing,
to Paris town line near Fred DeCoster's
Before the play and between acts the
sale. There will be an attractive display
relatives in town last week.
And It's getting time for snowing
on Elm Hill, as the Curtis Flill line exAs weget our ulsters out.
following list of specialties will be preMrs. Kinily Felt and family have mov- suitable for Christmas gifts.
tends to Mr. DeCoster's already. This
Soon the elelgh bells will be ringing;
The Free Masons will, hold their an- sented:
ed into their new house.
We can hear the snowbirds singing;
would give Norway people not only West
Miss Lena Felt has been quite sick nual installation of officers at their hall Muelc, violin :in<l piano. Mix* Brown, MIhb Lane' I
And the Iclclee are clinging
Mrs. Farnum, Mr». White.
Vocal duet,
Paris and South Paris, but the whole
To the whitened waterspout."
with a bad cold and neuralgia in the Thursday evening, after which supper
Hazel Bacon.
Song,
territory of the Curtis Hill and Paris
will be served by the )a< ies of the Con- Coon Bong anil clog dance,
I ν in Tuell.
Christmas draweth near.
head; is some better at this writing.
Mlee Gray.
line, and facilitate trade and business
There was a meeting appointed by gregational society in the church dining Song,
Winter gradually approacheth.
Madge Tuell.
between the different localities.
>ong.
makes
drouth
December
Rev. Mr. Davis at Mr. and Mrs. Edwin room.
The
dry
Wirt McKenney.
Kecltatlon,
Dr. and Mrs. J. G. G ahring have re- Music,
Violin and piano. wells, and water in small brooks is solid
Cole's Tuesday night to see about organEleauor Tuell
Kecltatlon,
ice.
Haggett-Hawkes.
izing a Christian Endeavor Society. We turned from Cleveland, Ohio.
Some new scenery will be arranged for
A new telephone line from Bethel to
are unable to report the result of the
Falls.
December
Rumford
2d, at noon, Mr. Edward S.
the play. Admission 20 cents. Chil- Mason passeR through this village.
meeting this week.
of Portland, and Miss Ida B.
Mrs. Hiram Ellis, who fell and suffer- dren under 15 years 10 cents. Curtain
The German Medicine Company went
The ferry boat has been taken from Haggett
llawkes were married at the home of
to Berlin Falls Monday morning. They ed a compound fracture of the hip. at 7:45.
the river, but the ice is not yet safe for
the bride's parents at Oxford. Rev.
died aboutTr-'JO
Frank Small shot a deer in Greenwood teams to cross over.
gave their last entertainment Saturday Thanksgiving morning,
Frederick Newport of Oxford was the
one day last week.
A. J. Haskell's double tenement house
evening, and awarded the prizes. There o'clock Saturday morning. Mrs. Ellis
was
The School Improvement League of has been vacated by J. F. Guptill, and officiating clergyman. The bride
were a number on the list as the most was about 75 years of a»e, the wife of
becomingly attired in white organdie
popular lady, but on Saturday night Hiram Ellis, veteran niajl clerk on the Woodstock came here Inst Saturday we understand is for sale.
lilies
a
of
over silk, and carried
bouquet
there were but two voted for, Pearle Portland and Kumford ^alls railroad, evening with the farce, The Woodcock's
Charles F. Brown and family have sold
of the valiey. The little Misses Berry
Bowker Muller and Matoria Billings, and leaves besides her husband, three Little Game. There was a dance after their household goods, and gone to Los
ribbons formed
with
white
ParroU
and
aud there was considerable friendly daughters in Maine ami two sons in the play.
Angeles, Cal., to reside.
an
aisle, along which the bride and
She was the second
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Mann spent
Mrs. F. L. Higgins of Litchfield, a
rivalry between the friends of the two Massachusetts.
to the place of the cereladies as to which should get the largest wife of Mr. Ellis, and was born in Can- the day at Bryant's Pond last Sunday.
well known writer and solver of puzzles, groom passed
which was under an arch of evernumber of votes. Mrs. Muller stood at ton where the family livsd until a few
visited her friend, E. R. Briggs, on mony
Greenwood.
green. After the marriage a wedding
the head of the list all the week, and her years ago.
Thanksgiving day.
lunch was served to the guests. Mr. and
The school board has voted not to acfrieuds claimed that she received a large
Well, here it is December, no rain yot.
Miss Ethel L. Allen, after an illness
Mrs. Haggett received a large number
majority of the people's vote, but Miss cept the resignation of I'ayson Smith, hardly any snow, and wells and aque- and confinement to her home of three of valuable
gifts.
Billings being blessed with a large num- superintendent of schools in Rumford ducts failing; the ground is freezing weeks, is again assisting in the Denninor
No cards of invitation were issued,
ber of relatives won by a small majority and Mexico. Mr. Smith 'will neverthe- deeper continually, and some of the store and post office.
but a number of friends were invited inthe prize of the twenty-seven pieces of less remove to Auburn'and enter at small streams have frozen to the botHerbert E. Mason lias bought th(
the following from out of town:
silverware. Fred Lurvey guesseil the once upon his duties as Superintendent tom and the water is flowing over the house opposite W. H. Morrow's and hat cluding
Hon. Prank C. llawkes of Bostou, brothnearest the number of beans in a bottle, of schools in that city. Kis going is a surface; in sonic places across the roads, built a new shed and stable.
er of the bride; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and won a prize of a silver cake basket. lireat loss to these towns·. In his work which will soon make trouble if it keeps
Berry; Mrs. Gage and Miss Chaffin, all
A v>»te was cast for the prettiest lady in here he has widely attra-.-ted the atten- on much longer.
Grafton.
of Portland, and Miss Lillian llawkes of
t
Will Swan was at the Bennett plac^
the hall, which was won by Miss Mabel tion of educators.
On Tuesday evening we were pained Windham.
Fire in the cell house of the Fort Hill Monday after our better half to go and
Brooks of Milton, and a prize of a silver
to hear Mrs. Jerusha Brooks, the aged
The groom is a successful busines man
napkin ring was presented to her. A Chemical Compauy Satimray night, Nov. minister to his sick baby; ehe went and mother of A. F. and 0. W. Brooke, fel of
Portland, whose straightforwardness
vote was also cast for the homeliest man, 2$th, caused a lose estimated at from came home the next day with the glad
and broke her leg. She is upwards ol and
ability have won him many friends.
and Fred Cole getting the majority $•'>.>,000 to $40,000, principally covered by news that the baby was better.
1)0 years old, which makes it an especial The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
The other day, I. W. Swan was loadof votes was presented with a codlish as insurance. The blazo broke out at S:4(i.
ly hard case.
Mrs. George C. llawkes, and one of the
The hall was well filled and from some unknown cause.
a prize.
ing wood at Locke's Mills, when his
Miss Lucie Morse of Upton is helping most
popular young ladies of Oxford.
there was much fun and merriment all
City mail delivery went into operation foot slipped, which brought his nose in Mrs. Farrar a few weeks with her work
She is a graduate of nebron Academy
contact with the cart wheel, causing it
Tuesday, Dec. 1st.
through the evening.
A party of six deer hunters from Purif and has for several
years studied music
Miss Bessie Carver of Rumford Falls
Eugene Woods, aged 1ϋ, was drowned to bleed profusely. About the same are boarding at 0. W. Brooks'.
in Boston, and of late under Mrs. Jennie
breaking time his sister, Mrs. Λ. K. Hicks, had
is stopping at Mrs. Jerry Farrar's anil on Sunday, Nov. 20th, , by
Scribner and Whit
Messrs.
Given,
of Portland. She will be
caring for her little girl while Mrs. through thin ice while skating on the washed *her sleeping room floor, and more of Brunswick are boarding at Mrs King Bragdon
missed not only in the musical but also
Farrar goes to Sumner to visit her peo- eddy in the Androscoggia at the rear of while on her way down stairs her foot Farrar's. Came
on a week's
Wednesday
of the town, as she has
circles
in social
the Mexico Congregational church. He slipped with a pail of water in her hand,
ple.
hunting trip.
always been closely allied with the inMrs. and Miss Douglass, mother and had only about half aji hour earlier causing her to fall to the floor below;
terests af both.
sister of the teacher, have been stopping cautioned his father not to skate on the at the same time breaking or dislocating
Hebron.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilaggett left on the
a few days in town.
spot where he broke nhrough. Jack her wrist. Her little niece, who was on
The Ladies' Circle met in their pailoi afternoon train amid a shower of rice,
Burns of Mexico crept out on the ice tu the stairs at the same time, fell to the
and served supper. Quito ί etc., for New York and Washington,
East Bethel.
help the lad, and himself,broke through, bottom with her, but received no injury Tuesday
where they will spend a few weeks. They
and in except a complete wetting up from head good number attended.
The river has frozen over at Hanovei to be rescued with great difficulty
Hebron Grange held an all day moot will bo beat home at SO Winter Street,
an exhausted condition.
to foot.
ferry, but uo crossing with teams as yet.
Portland, after Jan. 1st.
Francis Lord of Virginia, a well knowu
And now they begin to tell about their ing Wednesday.
Thanksgiving holidays are past ami
Miss Maidie Moody is spending a few
carpenter, while blasting Vocks on his lot cattle having an uncommon appetite
now for Christmas.
days in Lewiston this week.
According to the vote taken seven
A number of beeves and many porkert on the Nile purchase, Virginia, Monday this winter and such is the fact. The
Miss Martha Pratt visited relative* ii
weeks
C. M. Kim morning, lost his hand by an explosion hay crop grew mostly in the shade and
ago by the managers of the
were slaughtered last week.
Paris
last
week.
South
Lord was at work therefore contains less
Maine creameries to pay producers of
nutriment, in
ball killed one that weighed four hun of dynamite. Mr.
Au
that
Mrs.
are
to
We
report
glad
cream a better price and to pay less
constructing his new h-*>use when tht consequence of which cattle have to eat
!
dred.
who has been very sicl good
more in order to get the required amount. gustuB Rumpus,
for the poorer quality of cream, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bean have sole accident occurred.
is
now better and it ii
the
week,
past
Mamie Brooks was born and raised on
system went into effect all over the state
their farm here and are moving to Rox
bast watertora.
least on high land, and hoped she will recover.
or at
a hill,
Dec. 1st. Within the past two weeks or
bury where they are to open a boarding
and her daughter are stop
Mrs.
Bailey
schools
to
her
maintain
elevaThe winter
opened Monday. seems resolved
since the last settlement day, the standhouse.
with her brother, Leonard Randall
tlx
ping
been
of
has
have
two
terms
tion.
She
changes among
taught
A. M. and J. W. Bean visited Norwaj There
! ard of cream has risen rapidly. Fifteen
the same school on nowe Hill, and last Monday who has charge of the Whitney housi creameries in central Maine report a delast week, returning with a pretty pail teachers, only three having
this winter.
Annit
in
fall.
the
had
her
winter
on
I'atch
term
commenced
schools
cided improvement in the sweetness and
they
of horses.
on Blackguard, Melvinu Mountain.
tlavor of cream received at those estabHiram.
Diet), Dec. 3, Lillie Maud, only daugh Kimball teaches
Green in Mutiny, Alice Monroe at the
Charles Swan and wife of Milan, N.
lishments. The now agreement by the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. I). W. Cole, agec
enfer
R.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Hon.
Young
association is that not less than three
city, Mae Merrill at the Flat and Nettie II., have moved into the camp neat tained the Universalist Circle
about 25 years.
on Thurs
Willis' mill for the purpose of taking
Scribner of Otisfield at Temple Hill.
cents per pound will be paid for good
and
Some
afternoon
I
evening.
fift;
day
Elsie Sanderson spent Thanksgiving boarders the coming winter.
cream as between the average and the
North Buckfield.
an
of
excellent
supper
partook
persons
week at home.
have
best. Some creamery managers
Sylvester Cole and wife had a family I and
season
was
a
enjoyed
Died in North BuckHeld, Me., Mrs
very
pleasant
Burton W. Sandersoi went to Lim reunion Thanksgiving day, consisting of
agreed upon au advance of four cents
Calista Swallow, widow of the late Uarri erick Friday, where lie lias a position a> all their children and grandchildren, Some $2.1 was realized for tho churcl
All are gratified and surfrom the sale of various useful and orna per pound.
sun Swallow, aged $9 years and abou
parents aud grandparents; so that the mental articles.
prised at the change for the better.
principal of the high school.
ti months.
are
and
Phil
Kolfe
numbered
18. Guy CofMrs.
visiting whole company
■
Each creamery management is allowed
baby
On Friday, Oxford and Cumberlani
Thanksgiving passed off very quietlj her parents in Appleton.
fin came down from Locke's Mills and
to adjust its own schedule of rates and
Union Pomona Grange met at Hiram be its own
in our place. Some family reunions.
Bertha Miller is recovering from hei photographed the family group.
judgo of the quality of
attended. Tbre ;
Let Varney and his mother of Sumnei attack of pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Harlow had Some seventy persons
the croam.
admitted.
were
new
members
Heald's.
were at Washie
George Young of Aulurn has boughl their wedding reception Monday evening,
Renjamin S. Watson has removed t< »
Prankie Warren has got hie engim ; A. J. Ilaskell's cider mill.
aud judging from the fact that some of
TI1E CHRISTMAS DINNER.
Casco.
foi
at
work
is
Bisbee
Marion
running.
party, of whom there were about 40,
There ie great scarcity of water, bu
him.
did not get home until 1 o'clock, it is
In spite of the fact that the word dysPeru.
seem
Isaac Jordan and wife are visiting ai
natural to infer that they had a good one very noisy pereon on the street
pepsia means literally bad cook, it will
Married, on the 20th of November, Mr time. Nearly all carried presents of to have found a substitute.
Carl Heald's.
not be fair for many to lay the blame on
F. B. Damon and wife were at Kox Adna Knight and Miss Ada Gerrish, botl more or less value, a list of which was
the cook if they begin the Christmas
West Brownfield.
bury Thanksgiving, visiting their daugh of Peru. They went to Turner to set sent the writer for publication; but
Dinner with little appetite and end it
his sister, Mrs. Gerty Skillings, the
ter, Mrs. Fred Merrill.
space forbids giving them in detail.
home fron ! with distress or nausea. It may not be
Johnson
is
Ethel
Mies
Henry Wheeler and wife of Paris wen • same day.
fair for any to do that—let us hope so
Thursday morning, since these first Gorliam Normal School on a vacation.
Daniel Stillmau returned to his bona locals were
in our place Dec. 1st.
written there has been
Mr. F. H. Lewis went to Conwa; r for the sake of the cook! The disease
ol
last
on
the
i:
Fairfield
of
the
lower
in
Fort
day
Abbie Keene
village
another fall of snow of about two inches, ('entre one
dyspepsia indicates a bud stomach, that
day last week on business.
November. He has been here visiting and
with Mrs. Celia Dunham for a while.
again the boys are out on a deer
l'hilip Dennett bought a nice yoke ο f is a weak stomach, rather than a bad
Holmau Monk returned to the Uni his brothers, Hiraiu and Wilson Stillmun hunt.
cook, and for a weak stomach there is
oxen out of Weston's drove.
The ladies of Rockemeka Sewing Cir
versity of Maine on the 30th.
Jesse S. Meader of South Conwa; r nothing else equal to Hood's Sarsaparilia.
£. O. Ames and wife were at hei cle will hold a fair and sale on the lGtli
Brownt'ield.
called on his sister, Mrs. Railey, las I It gives the stomach vigor and tone,
at the town hall. All are cordially in
mother's last week a few days.
cures dyspepsia, creates appetite, and
A fine entertainment Monday evening Sunday.
vited.
t makes eating the pleasure it should be.
of
Mr.
Sanborn
Me.,
Limington,
spen
Hall
under
of
Memorial
the
ol
at
Gritfin
auspices
Mrs. Fannie Kerr and Mrs.
Oxford.
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. F (
Ruiuford Falls were visiting at Mrs. the Ladies' Universalist Circle, also a Sunday
Married on Wednesday, Dec. 2d, ai Robinson's on the 2d.
sale of fancy articles and supper of Railey.
GLEANINGS.
E.
Hawkes
the residence of Mr. George
hulled corn and milk and pastry, which
by Rev. Mr. Newport, Mr. Edward (î,
The prowas served to a large crowd.
Deer
Hunting
Photographs.
East Hebron.
In 18»3 there were 1U1 German dully
Haggett of Portland and Miss Ida Bell*
gram consisted of music by the band,
Mr. J. W. Swan, official photographe
The Keene brothers are ready ami also vocal and instrumental. Mrs. Irvtlawkes of Oxford.
newspapers in the United States. There
ha
Trunk
Grand
of
the
Railway System,
The village schools opened Monday, waiting for snow to go or send teams in
ing Linscott presided at the organ. The returned to Montreal from a ten (lays » are now seventy-five only.
Nov. :>0th. Mr. Ernest Pratt, principal to the woods.
Mrs. Hoyt and Mr. Sadler
by
singing
in
the
Though there are only 18,000,000 peoregions situatec [
hunting
sojourn
Mrs. S. H. Keene is in Sumner for ;i from Hiram was flue and
of the high school, Miss Perkins assist
appreciated by on the Company's lines in "The High ple in Spain, there are 35,000,000 In
ant, Miss Uammond of Paris, interme few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. all.
lands of Ontario." Mr. Swan made thi
America speaking her tongue.
diate, and Miss Nash of Windham, pri- James Heald.
About three inches of snow on the
trip with a view of securing an additiona
The uurnber of Europeans who speak
Henry Whitman has gone up north on ground. Every one is wishing for rain collection
mary.
of negatives of deer hunting
Grace Warren has gone to Cleveland, a hunting expedition.
has doubled in a century, so
English
as it is very much needed.
;
add
to
the
already largi lliat 27
pictures to
Last Saturday Eddie Lee, while at play
Ohio.
Mrs. Burnell seems to be doing a series which the
per cent of the population of
Company have now
John Elden's sister, Susan Elden, for with a company of children in North
rushing business in her new store.
and which are being utilized to exploi \ Europe is English speaking.
merly of this town, died of consuinptioc Auburn, broke through the ice above
The secretary of the home mission the
Paris is considering the advisability
great attractions which are found ii
in Maiden, Mass., aged 53 years. Sbt the mill, and his young friends ran home
in
talk
a
the
Congave very interesting
Ontario for the sportsman.
naming two new streets after Wagfor dear life and reported that Eddie
was brought to Pigeon Hill for burial.
church
last.
Sunday
gregationalist
He was most successful in his quest
oer and Verdi. New York and Boston
The laities'* society of the Congrega was drowned. But he was as busy an
Mr. Peabody has sold bis business of and has been able to obtain a number ο
Lave no musically named streets. Ch
tional church met Friday with Mrs. N, his companions, and succeeded in get- clothes horses to Mr. Carl Blake.
excellent views, not only depicting thi ;
T. Fisher, and a special meeting wa* ting on the land, and walked a long dis:ago has streets named after Schubert,
Mr. and Mrs. William Rowe
conin the act of securing his quarry
hunter
frozen
wet
and
with
Mrs.
B.
with
J.
the
cold
held Monday evening
tance in
template spending the winter in Massa- but several ecenes of the game beinj Beethoven and Mozart
is
but
severe
a
He
took
cold,
Robinson.
clothing.
chusetts.
Postal cards are sold by the governhauled to camp, camping scenes am
Mrs. Robinson's mother, Mrs. Millett, doing well and attended school this
ment at all poet offices and do not re·
views of large numbers of deer at thi
her.
been
has
week.
of Paris,
visiting
East Sumner.
several stations being got ready foi quire an additional stamp. Post cards
The grange charter was draped last
Frank Hawkes of Boston was here tc
transportation.
are of private manufacture, must conwho
died
members
three
for
of
water
is
for
stock
attend the wedding of his sister.
Saturday
supply
Shortage
The Grand Trunk Railway systen
form to the general style of postal
Albert Parrott of Portland was at in one week—Appie A. Merrill, Charles the general complaint. Rain is much
a specialty in the last few
made
have
home last week.
cards in texture, quality and use, but
Teague, and Mrs. Susie Allen, wife of needed.
of advertising the many attraction»
Mrs. Nathan McAlister baa gone to Henry Allen.
The new grange hall is nearly com- years
not necessarily in color, and they reforth for the touriet
holds
Canada
that
are
Bucktield
having pleted.
East Hebron and
Freedom, Ν. H.
quire a one cent stamp.
and sportsman, especially die
angler
on
the
roadside
cut
and
brush
the wood
The Congregational Ladies' Circle gave
the information for the de
to prevent the snow from drifting in the an entertainment and conundrum sup- seminating
Wilson's Mills.
lectation of the increasing brotherhood
of
the
roads.
looks
the
for
and
roads,
CHURCHMEN.
per at the vestry on Thursday evening. of travelers from the United States.
Mr. and Mrs. Tuck were at Upton last
The blacksmith has work from early
School began on Monday in charge of
week.
Thousands of dollars have been expendmorn and late at night, and turning sev- Miss May Chaffin, who taught the sumThe Rev. Albert Osborn will write
Mrs. D. C. Bennett has been on the
ed in this direction, with the result thai
eral away until another cjay.
mer term with success.
sick list.
the traffic has increased phenomenally. the biography of Bishop Hurst.
Eva Merrill invited a number to a
who
has
Fred
S.
been
workPalmer,
Mies 11. W. Fickett is staying with S.
It is safe to say that the Grand Trunk
Rev. Henry L. Griltiu. for twentychopping bee last Tuesday, as she has ing in Providence, R. I., was at home a are
S. Bennett at present.
more than any other factor to
two years pastor of the Bangor Condoing
no one to get her wood.
but
has
few
returned.
days recently,
A little son of Harry Pennock's has
advertise Canada as the Mecca for the gregational church in Itungor, Me., has
Almon Haskell passed Thanksgiving
6. A. Maxim's little pig dressed off
been very ill, also Robbie, the little son
summer visitor^nd sportsman.
with his father in Auburn. He is cut- 383 pounds.
resigned and will shortly start for a
of Mrs. R. A. Storey. Dr. Ε. E. Jones
wood for Mr. Seavey at Chase's Mills
Hunters have been fairlv successful.
lung period of study abroad.
of Colebrook prescribed for both of ting
the
will
eee
Portland
great Henry
at 927 per month.
Frank L. Barrett's little boy has shot
The Right Rev. Thomas Fielding
them.
and
14
in
"Waterloo"
Dec.
this
week
is
Blanche Record
a buck deer that came into the corn field. Irving,
passing
Scott, the first bishop of the Episcopal
Tuesday, Dr. Pulsifer was called to at Albert Merrill's with her nncle and Good for a
of
this
The
Bells."
"The
securing
youngster. Who can do betsee the little son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
fanftue actor is the greatest stroke of church in Oregon, was elected to that
Alice and Clara Merrill.
ter?
Brooks. He is also tending a man eick aunts,
18Γι3. The semicentenWillie Keene intends to cut cord wood
enterprise since the Jefferson was built. office Oct.
with pneumonia at Walter Buckman's.
nial of his consecration will occur In
A 12500 guarantee was necessary.
for Will Downing in a short time.
Lovell.
A man was brought down from one of
The church fair is postponed for a few
Portland Jun. 8 next
the camps Sunday morning, sick with
John Price and wife, who have been at
weeks. As the charter was draped last
Sam officially recognizes 958 reAlfred C. Thompson, recently pastor
pneumonia, but died before they reached Saturday for the loss of three members, Benjamin Russell's, have returned to tailUncle
liquor dealers in Maine; that is, he of the First Free Baptist church of
the settlement.
Haverhill.
the hall will not be used for that purissued that number of licenses during Worcester. Mass.. asks his friends and
Rev. Mr. Holden, who has been visitpose for a few weeks.
the last fiscal year. However, that is
the public, "after much prayer and
West Buckfield.
to
returned
Andover
Wedin
town,
ing
less than the previous year when 1003
afud.v of the divine word." kindly to
nesday. He preached at the village were issued.
Chas. H. Flagg and family from South
East Brownfield.
church Sunday morning, the people beomit the Rev. and I>. D. "I have deParis were at Horatio Flagg's Sunday.
Miss Erminie Smith, who has been ing very glad to meet biro again.
cided." lie says, "to discard all titles
Miss Grace Austin commenced school
be Cured
Cannot
Deafness
Adelbert Stearns is to draw bark this
that are now affixed to my name, bestaying with her aunt, Mrs. D. M. Sanin tae Prince District Nov. 23d.
as the/ cannot reach the
the winter with four horses for Davis & by local applications,
Mrs. I. D. Cummings of South Paris born, nas gone to Boston to spend
dlaeaaed portion of the ear. There it only one
lieving them to lie uiiscripturul."
Harriman from North Lovell to Frye- way to cure Deafneaa, and that la by consUtu
has been caring for Mrs. H. H. Buck. winter with her mother.
ttoual remédiée. Deafneaa la canned by an InThe Uni versa) ist Circle gave a hulled burg.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Buck have a
lining of the
C. K. Chapman was at Probate Court flamed condition of the mucoue
corn and pastry supper Nov. 30.
WALL STREET.
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets Inflamed
healthy
baby boy born Nov. 23d.
*
The schools began Nov. 30 with the at Fryeburg Tuesday.
have a rambling aound or Imperfect hear
Mrs. Emma Bonney and daughter Jeswhose
was iron
and when It la entirely cloaed Deafness Is
Oldin
McAllister,
ng.
in
teachers
leg
Grammar,
cbaige:
following
sie have returned from Hartford.
Perhaps Stock Exchange seats are
has gone to Portland to the the result, and unleaa the Inflammation can be
taken out and thla tube restored to Its normal
O. D. Warren called to see his sister, Harvey Granville; primary, Georgie broken,
because they are not
that he may have proper care, condition, bearing will be deatroyed forever; selling cheaper
WalkJosie
West
hospital
Gatchell;
Brownfield,
Mrs. Buck, Sunday.
comfortable
Just now.—New York
well
here.
nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which
he
could
not
East
Allie
Blake
get
Meeerve;
H.
Warschool,
er;
Mrs. Buck's mother, Mrs. G.
A telephone has been put in at Benja- which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of World.
May Manwn; Bartlett
the mucous surfaces.
ren, of North Buckfield, was with her a Brownfield,
min Russell's.
Helen
All one has to do now In order to get
school,
We will give One Hundred Dollar· for any
school,
Quint
Harmon;
few days last week.
W. O. Brown and wife have returned caae of Deafnesa (cauaed by catarrh) that can- a
we.
Ro
Jease
Merrill
Genie
Corner,
entertainQuint
;
Dunn
William
Mr. and Mrs.
for
Send
sc4£ in the New York Stock ExHall's
Catarrh
Cure.
not
be
cored
by
Mr. Clark of Cornish hns organized a from a visit at Boston.
Is to save up $1,000 a week for
ed eleven friend· and relatives Tbankscirculars, free.
change
Fox
Ε.
N.
H.
and
G.
Moore
.Ought
F. J. CIIENBT A CO., Toledo, O.
singing school.
one year. The price has fallen.—
giving.
only
at
a
of
timber
auction
to
piece
Mr. Farnham has left for the South
recently
SB-Sold by Druggists, prtoe 75c. per bottle.
I
Shirley Bonney and wife spent ThanksCincinnati Times-Star.
Ball'· Family Pliis are the beat.
land of S. L. Plum mer In Sweden.
spend the winter.
at Destine Turner's.

BLUE 8TORE8.

The Man Who Has To Be
Out Doors This Winter
should clothe himself with comfortable, heavy and durable cloth*
ing. We have just what you need and our prices as low as ever.

FUR COATS, ULSTERS, REEFERS. LAMB LINED
CORDUROY, WOOL and CANVAS COATS, LEATHER

[

I

I

[

giving

_

RUSSIAN
HEAVY

COATS,

VESTS, SWEATERS, and CARDIGANS.
GLOVES, MITTENS and CAPS.

Try a pairofKNOWET RAIN-PROOF TROUSERS. They
heavy and strong. Will keep you dry. Price $3.00.
$2.75—Buys a pair of Madrid All Wool, heavy, gray work
trousers.
Guaranteed by us equal to any $3 00 trousers of its

|

■

REVERSIBLE

CORDUROY

and

|

Douglass

Coming Events.
Dec.

Liât Sunday morning as Mr. Edwin
Smith and sister, who live near the rail·
road crossing, were going to West
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Bethel to attend churoh, their carriage
was struck by the paper train and enParis Hill.
tirely demolished, while most fortunately
wore not seriously
Flrat Baptist Church, Her. H. H. BUhop, Mr. and Miss Smith

THE DOiNQS OF THE WEEK

Ricker

are

FIXED EXPENSES

kind

on

Ever) retail merchant
bave a store as well as u stock
and pay rent or Its equivalent.
He must buy beat, light, serefc-e.

SOUTH

fact,

transportation, postage—In

a host of things. Ile cannot get
along without them. They are
sometimes called the "fixed
charges" of the business. But
having all those expenses does
not bring business.

|

I

F.

A.

Large

Kid

i

Bodies

Prices from

1

early.

CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF &
%λ
<|

Argus

1*OS--I»04.

Daily

CO.

AT THE PHARMACY OF
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and

Light

Better make your selections

$2.00.

cent to

tising and double or quadruple
the business.—Men's Outtitter.

Eastern

A

and Dark Hair.

In fact, Dolls of all Kinds and Sizes.

If the expenses «re 10 per cent
without advertising, make them
12 or 11 jmt cent with adver-

for sale througn this paper.

8HUHTLKFF

Dressed and Undressed.

and Small.

and Cloth Bodies.

want.

You art Invited to let the
public know what you have

A.

F.

CO.

*

8IIUBTLEFF

FOR THE! CHILDREN.

one

know him and that he liaa
■oinetliintr which they need
or

NORWAY.

PARIS.
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thins needed I·
publicity—that peoplexliould
The

the market.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

must

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F.

SIH'RTLEFF A CO.

A.

F.

SQIKTLEFF A CO.
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REMOVAL SALB.
2VXXSS LIBBY, of Norway,
having bought the Cottage Studio, does not wish
on

Weekly.

A.

hand and will sell

beginning

transfer ill) of the stock

to

n·.»

December 13 at

^GREATLY REDUCED PRICES^

Argun has started upon ltd second
as
century of faithful and progressive service
Cameras, Burnt Wood Novelties, Largo I'hotos, Water Color*. Frames, Ac.,
the leading Democratic pajter of Maine, fully
Its
of
Be sure to include this stock in your search for Christmas (lifts.
e<|Uli>|>ed to meet all the requirements
large and growing circulation.
Flist and foremost the Argue Is a Maine newsThe Kasteru

State of
paper devoted to the Interest* of the
Maine, aud esi>eclally of the First District. It
alms to cover the local Held with painstaking

thoroughness and Intelligence.
Politically It will continue to advocatcthe prinIt
ciples of Jcflcrsonlan democracy with which
has been Identified fora hundred years, sincerely,
earnestly and courteously, without fear and
without malice.
The news of the

world will be comprehensively
covercd from day to day, ami all the news u<

Interest to Maine readers will be found In

SNOW, MUD AND SLUSH
will

what is

them

a

now

and be

not be any

see

what

cheaper

than

for

they

we can

protetction.
Repairing a specialty.

foot

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. W.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

Téléphoné

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

Weekly Argus will keep up Its old time
reputation as a family newspaper, covering tin
news of the State ami giving careful attention t<
Subscriber!
Its markets ami ship now.·» reporte
to the Weekly Argus are entitled to the Saturda)
This pructlcnil}
eillilon of the Dally Argus.
makes the Weekly a semi-Weekly ami glvei
the subscriber a large volume of news for

prepared

do for you in the way of'
We have all kinds and the prices are right.

Call and

are now.

pleteness.

WEEKLY ARGUS.

good idea to buy
surely coming? They will

Would it not be

Its

like, the Argus will be stronger than ever, whllt
In carefully selected miscellaneous reading lr
all departments of human Interest the Argui
will be an Indispensable family paper.

be here, then you will need

Rubbers, Overshoes and Leggins.

co'umns.
The Argus devotes particular attention tc
Ituslness and Financial Interests, Its shipping
reporte being unrivalled for accuracy and comIn all Its various departments—Sports and
Pastimes, Women's Interests, Music and the
Drama, Man About Town, Social news and the

soon

Residence 112-12.

112-3.

FAUNCE,

Salesman.

The

Men's Winter Overcoats.

email amount of money.

TERMS.

The

Dully Argus Is sent for 50 cents per month
or t<;.00 per year In advance, ami 17.00 at th<
eml of the year, free of postage.
The Weekly
Argus, INCLUDING Till·
8ATUBDAY EDITION, Is sent at these rates
One copy, one year, free of postage, $1.50 In ad
Clubs υ
vance or $2.00 at the eml of the year.
5, free of postage, $5.00 In advance.
The

Eastern

of

styles.

and
a

come

The

in

most

loose back coat

a

wide range

popular style

reaching to the

knee

We have this type of coat in
At $10 we have heavy frieze coats

little below.

many grades.
in a neat green shade, Oxford meltons, black kerseys and several other patterns. Those who wish
a change from the regular overcoat styles will like

These are long, loose and full of
our belt coats.
One lot of belt overcoats,
grace, $6 to $12.
double breasted, black with white plaid for $12.
Black vicuna overcoats for $15. Hart, Schatlher

NAINE,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that six
h is been duly appointed administratrix of tlu

and Marx overcoats

H.

estate of
BENJAMIN 3. DDK, late of Paris,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All perçons having
deummls ugalustthe estate of said deceased art
desired to present the same for settlement, am!
α>1 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay

Immediately.
M, 1W».

patterns

or a

99 Exchange St.,

mcnt

winter overcoats

for this fall is

Argus Pub. Co.,

POIITLAND,

new

$13.50

to

$20.

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

KATE II. DOE.

Dec.

NOTICE,
In the District Court of the United States foi
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
ERNESTL.TKA.SK,
of Kuinford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Ernest L. Track in tlu
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 18th day ol
July, A. D. 1903, the said Ernest L. Track
was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that tlu
llrst meeting of his creditors will be helil at tlu
Court House, In South 1'arls, on the 2Srd day ol
Dec., A. D. 1003, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other buelnes*
as may properly come before said meeting.
South 1'aris, Dec. 7,1003.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Itefcrco In Bankruptcy.

j

All Trimmed Hats
AT

Reduced Price.
NOT PURCHASED
IF YOU HAVE
YOUR WINTER HAT YOU SHOULD

SEE OUR BARGAINS.

MRS. E. A.
MARKET

HOWE,
SOUTH^ARIS.

SQUARE,

QUAKER RANGE

TESTING METHODS
Λ test as to the value of news-

paper advertising over other
methods was made a year ago
by the great publishing bouse of

Harper & Bros. Two books were
one by a well known
popular author and the other by

selected,
an

unknown writer.

The latter

selected for the newspaper
advertising and the other for the
usual channels.
was

With
work

equal expenditure the
advertised

la

the

aewipaper· outstripped the
other In sal·· by 200,000

copies.

The result was a

complete

sur-

prise and established the fact

that readers go to the newspapers for information with regard
to books as well as with regard
to most other matters.—National
Printer-Journalist
The beat advertising medium
for any merchant le (h·
cal
the
paper which goes In.,
homes of the people, as this
paper doe·.

eWmnrfmrr

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

50 cts.Down

*"d

they

are

without bolts.

50 cts.. w..k .1

put

Hobbs'
W.
Virlety 8tor·, Norway.

George

There will be

ïlu #rfotâ flcmocrat

the Baptist
Dec. 9.

SOUTH PARIS.

a

supper and social at The

church, Wednesday evening.

Successful

THE ANNUAL

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
L. W. Berry, Pleasant Street, Thursday
afternoon at half past two.

WEEK.

LADIES HELD LAST

after much suffering got to land where
The result
ture resent* every excess.
they were kindly treated. Mrs. Holstead steale upon you gradually. The first
is expected home before long.
symptom ie weariness; tired all the time.
Sleeplessness, loss of appetite, indigesBETTER THAN A PLASTER.
tion, chronic headache, irritability, deA piece of flannel dampened with
and general breakdown folCamberlain's Pain Balm and bound on spondency
low. PossifcV you diet and deplete an
the affected parts, is better than a plassystem. You take broter for a lame back and for pains in the already depletedand
hop tea to induce
mides, valerian
side or chest. Pain Balm has no subut you're not getting at the seat
sleep,
of
relief
the
perior as a liniment for
of the trouble. You must build up the
deep seated, muscular and rheumatic whole system. A strong body makes
&
Shurtleff
sale
For
Co.,
by
pains.

we publish of Adamson'»
Botanic Ba eara for Curing Cough*, Colds and
all I.ung troubles Is genuine. We will p.»y η
reward of #5,000 for evidence pro\ lng otherwise
In a single case.
"F. W KINSMAN A CO., Druggists.
New York."

Every testimonial

α>ΒΓ.'οί

T'S.G.C.-Norway

_

J

_
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..

..
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841

brush!"

|

|

|

j

j

Lewiston,

janitor

so-j

[

j

j

|

—

In West Buckllcld, Nov. 23, to the wife of II.
H. Buck, a son.
In tillead, Nov., to the wife of Cleveland Kim-

"Hyomei tiik Most Wonderful
κοκ

a eon.

Married.
In Oxford, Dec. 2, by Rev F. Newport. Mr
KUwnrd U. Ilavgctt of Portland ami Miss Ida II
llawkes of Oxford
In Norway, Nov. 25, by Hev. C. E. Angel! Mr
Rdwln W. Rolfe and Miss Alice I). Mills, both
it Albany.
In Norway, Nov. 2<i, bv Kev. B. S. Ill 'eout.
Mr. Samuel'Murker Stuart of Harrison and MistMena Rose Kdwards of Otlsileld.
In Fryeburg, Nov. 25, by Rev Β. N. Stone. Mr.
Frank G. Uoldlhwaltc and Miss Georgia Abbott,
joth of Fryeburg
In Kezar Falls, Nov. 25, by Rev. II. A. Peare.
Mr. Frank Wescott and Miss Annie Kelley, both
>f Kezar Fads.
In Welchvll e, Nov. 18, by R. F. Staples, E-q
Mr. Sumner Ward well of otlsileld ard Mr·. Μ η
île Boothby of Poland.
In I'eru, Ni.v. ·-'<>, Mr. Adna Knight aud Ml«s
\da Uerrlkh, both of I'eru.

|

I

CallstaSwal·
North Buckfleftl, Nov. 2<i,
aged Ml years.
Rumford Fa'ls, Nov. ?8, Mrs. Hiram A.
ïllls, aged 75 years.
In Johnvlile, I*. Q., Nov. 1, Mrs. A. M. Smith,
natlvi: of Newry, ageil 84 years.
In East Bethel, Dec. 3, Mille Maud, cnly
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. \V. Cole, ugeil 2.'·
In
ow,
In

•ears.

In Kumf(>r<l Kails, Nov 211, Kugene Woods,
igcd 13 years.
In West -umner, Nov. 2·.·, Ira F. Swift, aged
1
•I years, C months, 12 days.
In Auburn, Nov. 28, Burtli· M. Crockett, for·
uorly of Norway, aged 23 years.
In Denmaik, Nov. 27, Elizabeth Traverse, aged
β years.
In Fneburg Center, Nov. 24, Hazen B. Walk
ir. aged 58 y tars.
In Boston, Nov. 2»>, Miss Mary .lenncss, (laugher of the late James F. Iiawson of Bangor, Me
iged 44 years.

We want to find
an

remedy.

Ministers, bankers,

to

Selectmen of Norway.
NOTICE.

LOWEST PRICES ON
CHRISTMAS GOODS.
est

last

season

that I

was

10c.

decorated

have
mugs and toothpick holders. I
jrdered by the thousand from factory.
But you had better come early for

[hey

are

selling

| Ε

fast.

Have you

and brown
[>ure Bilver, band decorated
ind white, beautiful high cost goods in
table and berry sets, elegant Xmas

water,

At cost my entire stock of lamps,
lanterns, jardinieres, flower pots, stone
jars, bean puts and the famous mottled

now

rifts.

:ruam, gold banded, cooking dishes
You
which are one of the best of gifts.
as I am
may not get as low prices again
these lines.

J. K. Chase, So. Paris.

if you are not

purchase

one

This

which I know are pure rubber
and worth $1.00 each, and it

give out,

come

in and get

the

year—and replace

price

or

just

LADIES'FURNISHING HOUSE.
Marked down sale of

MILLINERY !

The Youth's
be sent to
any address free.

Sample Copies of
Companion will

The New Subscriber who cute
out and sends this slip with
$1.75 for The Youth's Companion for 1904 will receive In
addition all the remaining issues

In order to make room for
trade we shall offer our

mas

of 1903 from the time of sub-

scription FRF.E, including the
Double Holiday Numbers —also
The Companion Calendar for
1904, lithographed In 12 colors
and gold.
New

Subscriptions Received

at

a

at

at half

this Office.

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS.

Christ-

our

Hats of all kinds

great reduction.

price.
Birds, Feathers and Wings

and colors at almost your

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,

Come in and

price.

ad. next week to

what

see

see

we

own

Watch for

yourself our bargains.

for

our

have for X-mas.

L. M. LUNT & CO.,
Market

Square,

Maxim
I^Next

South Paris.

Block,

door to the Blue Store.

WM. C. LEAYITT,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Stoves, Ranges and Hardware.

Trial

••A Perfrel Chopper," aari
Γ1Γ3· ΑΟΓβΓ
Write fur eookbuekl.y
,50*
KoII ΒΑ· Meat and Food Chopper Xo. 11. At juurdrnl·
Bj mai lor exprc** *i€. Your Λ UN Κ Y ll.ll'K If not «ati'faetorj
KOLLBaN J!Kt;. CO., I III IV·ιη At*., Bonal Joy, l'a.

Sleds
prices.

All kinds, sizes and

BOYS' and GIRLS'

Skates

I

Polo stick with every pair.

(he bc„
pR[CES as ,ow
»°ld·
ca"be

Prices from 50 cents to $3 00

County.

Bolster &. Co.

An All-Steel Hatchet,

29c

A Genuine 25c Broom,

18c

A Hickory AxfrHandle,

15c

Bowl,

A Fine Wooden

12quart,

Tin Pails,

2

32c

for 25c

A Better One,

A Genuine Old

Style

IXX Tin Boiler,
Warranted
wi,h

wtar

c,re

for Five Year,. will

Twent>'·

ONLY $2.00
Come and

see one

when you need

a

wash uoiler.

15c

THE PLACE TO BUY

Square,

Stoves, Ranges and Hardware

MATXB

PARIS.

POPCORN POPPERS,

BOYS' and GIRLS'

used it ?

ever

Marigot

year's

stock will far surpass all former years.

is at

Norway, Me.

WM. C. LEAVITT'S,

to-day

a

We have

just

that visited

our

store knows we

this year

we

have

so

planned

Just Arrived.

on

selecting stock .and we
pains
spared
cannot
that
help pleasing everyone that calls
variety of goods

twice the trade.

have

reiund

We have

in

no

A

us.

on

if defective.

BROOKS—elhe

NORWAY. MAINE.

Religious Articles, Etc.
Children's Page.

Everyone
doubled the stock of last year.
a
and
stock
a
variety,
great
had
very large

as you
your money, or a new one,
wish. I will warrant them for
one

Window.

Display in

See the

£2— BECK'S BAZAAR.

of

those OU cent hot water bottles,

should

C. B. CORSBTDISPLAY

Health Article·.

Christmas Goods

at the

your money back.

And if you

ZAîXÎXi

arV W

EVERY BARREL WARRANTED.

SELL IT.

Old Reliable Pharmacy, next to

satisfied—get

BRIGHT AND AMUSING ANECDOTES, Items of Curious Knowl·
edge, Pooms and Sketches.

sold in Oxford

Dayton

N.

SOUTH

IF YOU WANT IT.

the Post Office,

being

35

ΠΟΝΕΥ BACK
anything purchased

ΛΛΛΛ

111(1(1

* wvv

It is the best all round Flour

high grade

On

1 AAA

SHORT NOTES on Current Event·
and Discoveries in the Field of
Science and Industry.

The Wm. Tell Flour.

j

I offer at less than cost my entire stock
)f
glassware decorated with

on

SHORT STOP.IES by the be»t of
Living Writers—Stories of Character, Achievement and Humor.

?

130 Mies to men from 1!) suites since Mar. IH.
Ihi>3. is our guarantee to you that «.u.
I>. M. Ereuch, local
methods are right
•igetit, corn shop, Norway.
Mutual
Union
A
Ctrnilt
• *»· JirUUlj
Bldg., Portland, Πβ.

X-MAS Goods at Cost.

closing out

AND TIMELY EDI·
TORIAL ARTICLES on important
Public and Domestic Question·.

/llll
"v v

BARGAIN LIST
of '200 of the bent trade* In New
England, Just out, Kit Κ Ε for
t-tiinp; a few with crone, stock
and tools included, on easy
terms. If yon want tomta quiet
Over
wile tend for our description blanks.

practically

gold

1ΛΛ THOUGHTFUL

FALL

much the low-

sold out two weeks before Christmas.
This season I have more of the beet
sellers and some kinds like 5c decorated bowls and

SUITS

UNION

Famous Men and Women— Statesmen, Travellers and Scientist·.

Clean*· tod beautifici the hair.,
Promote· a luTurLi.l gn... v.
Never F»il3 to Hratore
Hair to ita Youthful Co:... I
Cure· «nilp ditt·*· k hair "ir.g. I
I
jOc.apd tl.lnlat Pruni»—

outstan'liig bills not paid by January 1,
11» 4, will be left with an attorney for collection
H. N. PORTER.
South Paris, Maine, Dec. 7,11*03.

so

in first

SPECIAL ARTICLES contributed by

,

lawyers, !

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

All

My prices were

Discovered,"

TEACHERS

elderly gentle-

particulars apply

Ever

WANTED at on (χ
for hlgb, grade ai.il
schools. If
country
write
us.
Endorsed by the
want
a
position
you
New England Teachers'
leading educators.
Agency, Portland, Maine.

nan, a woman from 40 to 60 preerred. Work will not be hard.

For

Catarrh

eminent physicians have given
strong testimonials as to the remarkable
powers of Hyomei to cure catarrh.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but
$1.00, consisting of an inhaler, dropper
and sufficient Hyomei to last several
weeks. This will effect a cure in ordinary cases, but for chronic and deepseated cases of catarrh, longer use may be necessary, and then extra bottles of Hyomei
It is not alone
can be obtained for 50c.
the best (it might be called the only) method of curing catarrh, but is also the
most economical.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. have so much
confidence in the power of Hyomei to
cure catarrh, that they will fora limited
time, sell this medicine under their personal guarantee to refund the money if
the purchasers can say that it did not j
help them.

Mrs.

for

$3.98
strap down front, embroidered with silk, all colore,
with
stitched
and
front
tucked
back,
and
ONE LOT of plain
printed Velvets,
$3*5°
white silk, buttons, very pretty and dressy, only

SERIAL STORIES, each a book la
itself, reflecting American Life la
Home, Camp and Field.

CureJ

Say F. A. Shurtlefp & Co.
Do not try to cure catarrh by taking
drugs into the stomach; it cannot be :
cured in that manner. The only way in
which this too common disease can be |
cured is through a direct application1
that will kill the bacilli of catarrh and
prevent their growth.
Hyomei is the only known method of
treatment that accomplishes this. It is,
the simplest, most pleasant, and the
only absolute cure for catarrh that has
ever been discovered.
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials
have been received from the most prom- !
inent men and women in the country
who have been cured by this remarkable

even

Died.

housekeeper

Cashmere,

ONE

CURES CATARRH,

ttyrn.

t

ONE LOT of All-Wool Flannel, good colors and style, tueked front and back,
$M9
........
back lined,
ONE LOT of fine All-Wool Nun's Veiling, in red, blues, pinks and white, tucked
$>.50
back and sleeve, shirred at yoke, tabs with white buttons, lined,
tucked back and sleeve, shirred at yoke, wide
LOT of All-Wool

Companion

It Kttpi the Feet Warm and Dry.
Ask to-ilar for Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It
cures Chilblains, Swollen, Sweating, Sore, Aclilr.g, Damp feet. At all druggists and shoe store»,
2ft cents.

ball,

ironing done

lady friend·

of your

season.

he Youth's

Mother Gra/s Sweet Powders for Children,
Successfullv use t by Mother Orav, nurse In the
Children's Rome In New York, Cure Feverishness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
and regulate the Bowels anil Destroy Worms.
Over 30,000 testimonials. They never fail. At all
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

eToKP.

and

Washing

Any

Shirt Waiate make pretty and acceptable gifts.

would like one. It ia now time to be thinking of gifta, and we have just received
material· of the
a new line of Shirt Waists in some of the prettiest styles and

Will call for and
Tonetic Tablets will go to class manner.
The
the seat of the trouble by building up deliver clothes in South Paris.
Try the "OXEITA" Union Suit—the kind that buttons across the top.
your whole body, beginning with the
Address,
best
fitting.
inside nerves, and acting in turn on the
LAUNDRESS,
$1.00
Heavy Fleeced Suits, made from best yarns, sizes 4 to 8,
blood, the bone and the muscle to outDemocrat
Care
Office,
for
a
tonic
side skin. They are
Other grades, 50c., $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
Body,
South Paris.
Blood and Nerves, a marvellous remedy
for all dsieases arising from a weakened
condition of the system.
They purify
blood, cure all humors, anemia, headThey are an
aches, diz/.iness, palpitation and indigesLadies interested in fine-fitting Corsets should try the C. B.
tion. Thoy make strong nerves, pure
excellent wearing Corset, made in the newest shapes, of good material, sizes 18
blood and a vigorous body.
$1.00
.......
to 34 in some styles,
Kach box contains 50 Tonetic Tablets
for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small
our
box of Liveroid Tablets for Liver and
Bowels. 50 cents a box or (5 boxes for |
endeavors year by year to
At all druggists or Tho I)r.
$2.50.
increase its hold upon the
Parker Medicine Co., 51-58 Exchange St.,
families of the nation by
Portland, Maine, U. S. A.
with rending that is
tlieni
providing
varied, entertaining and helpful. The
1904 volume will contain :

Dollar· Reward.

Five Thouitnd

_

FARM FOB SALE.
Farm for sale In K&et Sumner. 175 acre· good
lot
wood
containing 400 cords hard wood,
land,
Cut· from SO
some oak, aeh, hemlock and pine.
to 35 tone good hay, ha· apple·, peare and
I<ocated one mile from school, two mile··
plume.
from churches, store, |>o»t offloe and railroad,
and on telephone line. Address,
W. H. DOWNS,
y
East Sumner, Me.
i

nei ves.
Oxford; Noyes strong
Dr. Parker's

South Paris; Stevens,
Drug Store, Norway.

X-MA5 WAISTS

Annual Meeting.

Age.

The annual meeting of the Oxford
The American life is one of rush. It County P. of H. Mutual Fire Insurboat
that
a
Sewall, confirma the report
tells on the nerves. You work 'til the ance Co. will be held at South Paris
load of people from the ship fell into the
last minute, get home late, too tired to on the 26th
hands of ravages after the wreck of the
day of December at 10
go to bed. You're not rested by mornkilled
were
Tea
the
twelve
of
o'clock A. M. in Paris Grange Hall.
by
ship.
last
the
'til
minute,
gob.sleep
the Ravages. The other two were held ing; you
H. D. HAMMOND, President.
ble your breakfast and off to work. You
as slaves, but were afterwards rescued.
the same way.
CHAS. EDWARDS, Secretary.
pleasure
hurry
through
The rest of the people from the ship
You burn the candle at both ends. Na-

FAIR OF THE CONGREGA-

'eeond Congregational Church, Rev. B. S.
Prearblng Iservie* Sunday.
Rldeout, Pae or.
10:40 A. M.; Sabbath School, 13:00 M.; Men'·
Meet (or at 6:30; Social Meeting. 7:00 P.
nal
Prayer
the
of
The
Congregatic
vestry
SOL ΓΗ PARIS ΡΟβΤ ΟΠΙΟ.
The Seneca Club will meet with Miss church was a maze of color on Wednes- M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Tuesday
evening; Y. P. S. C. R. Meeting Friday evening
Mertie Maxim this Monday evening at
otttce Hour·: 7:3ύ Α. Μ. to 7 30 P. M.
and Thursday, when it was open for It 7:30.
day
7:30. Topic, Scottish History.
Unlversallst Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angell,
the annual fair of the ladies of the soTBCKK RAILWAY.
ο * A.S
Pat· tor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:30
The fair this year was appro- A. M. Sabbath School, 12 Λ0; Y. P.C. U. meetThe
who
overshoes
mismated
at
ciety.
lady
ΐ"
ιι< · W. 4,1W'3,
Com
the fair at the Congregational church, priately called a "rainbow festival." ing, 7.·00 Ρ M.
Methodist Church. Rev. B. F. Flckett, Pastor.
TRAINS LkAVk SOUTH PARIS
Coiled festoons of crepe paper of every
can find the mate at Plummer's store.
Preach'ng service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
color of the rainbow were draped from 12 KX» M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M.,
(jolng down (east)—5 M· a. J*., (dally, Sundays
The aanua! meeting of the Oxford the centre of the
Sunday only,
ceiling in every di- prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Included).'■>:» a. m.. 4 40 p. u.
»; où ι*. M.
County Patrons of Husbandry Mutual rection, extending down over the witlls, Friday evening.
P. M., S:4.
Baptist Church, Rev. Ε S. Cotton, Pastor.
UulDic uu weit)—10Λ) A. st., 3:3S
Fire Insurance Company will be held at and
winding around the posts. Near the Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.: Sabb th School,
Sunday only,
p. r., dally. Sunday» Include*!).
Grange Hall, South Paris, Saturday, front of the room a veritable rainbov of 12 Λ0 M. ; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.M.
it's a. *.
Dec. 26, at 10 a. m.
STATkU MKKT1NQ».
crepe paper sprang from the foot of the
CHURCH K8.
The business hours of the South Paris wall and curved up overhead to a point
Rev. W. K.
F. & Λ. M. Keeular raeettrurof Oxford Lodge,
Klret Congregational Church.
The
on the other side of the platform.
No. 18, In Masonic Hall. Friday Evening on or
Brooke 1>. l>.. pastor. Preaching services, 10:45 post office, which have been 8 A. m. to
of before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
and 7:00 p. M.; Sunday School 12 M.; Y· S p. μ
m
ν
have been changed so as to ac- committee on decorations, consisting
on
meeting
Church
H
P.
C.
prayer
So.
at
R·,
and
K.
Mr.
29. assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
and
s
υ
Ρ
commodate more of the people, and are Mrs. J. S. Wright
Mrs%
before full moon. Oxford Council, K. A 8. M.,
Tuesday evening at 7 30 o'clock.. All. not other
W. Bowker, with assistants, did very, efnow 7:30 a. m. to 7:30 p. m.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
wise connected, are cordially invited.
fective work in carrying out the esuen- No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
Methodist Church, KevTA. W. Pottle. Pastor.
»:3n a
On Thursday evening, Dec. 10th, the tial idea of the fair.
full moon.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting.
School
Sabbath
a.
R.;
10:45
service
I.O.O. F.—Noiway Lodge.-Regular meeting
call.
is
It
υ reaching
Sisterhood will have a roll
*
The floor was occupied with tables In Odd Fellows'
β:15 P.
>
Half, every Tuesdav Evening.
κ.· Kpworth League Meeting.
the
of
assemmember
desired
that
every
where various lines of articles were on Wlldey Encampment. No. 21. meets In Odd
•veiling prayer meeting 7 P. M. ; praver meeting
time
is
exA
and fourth Friday Evenbe
second
Ha
pleasant
1,
present.
rue-day evening; class meeting, Vrlday evening. bly
sale, and during the busy hours the room Fellows'
Pastor.
ings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebc-kah Lodge,,
Kaptlst Churcn, Rev. H. S. >lukham,
pected. Refreshments will be served.
was lively with both sellers and buyers.
a.
Sal··
45
third Friday of each
10
and
first
service
meets
on
No.
58,
(>n Sunday, preaching
Λ0 P. H-;
praver meeting
S. M. King attended the meeting of The list of committees having the differt.ath School 12
In Hathaway Hlock
meeting
P.—Kevular
Tuesdav
has
in
ι.raver meeting
evening.
previously
charge
the Maine Dairymen's Association at ent departments
Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyce
I'ntversallst Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor
been published, but is here reproduced every
p.
Division, No. 12, meets third Frldav of each
R_ Dover last week, and had a part on
I'rva nlng service every Sunday at 2:30
>the month. Lake Assembly, No. 38, P. S., second
the programme, reading a paper on the as giving as nearly as can be done,
Sunday School at 3 30 p. R. Evening service,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
p. R.
superiority of the Jersey as a dairy names of those actually engaged in^the
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
work
:
sTATKD HKKTISU8.
breed.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange llall.
W
G.
A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
J*.
Mrs.
Reeula:
A.
Wilson,
Entertainment— Mrs. G.
K. A A. M.-Parle Lodge. No. 94.
Fred W. Bonney and J. H. Brooks,
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
full moot
Chute, Mrs. Agnes I'enfold.
meeting Tuesday evening on or before
month.
of
each
Gilead
and
Μη».
to
and
two
Mr.
®ce»
who
made
had
S.
trips
Mecoratlon—Mre. J.
Wright.
I.o.o. r.—Mount Mica Lo«lge, regular
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon.
week—Aurore
!!:k·», Thursday evening of each
vicinity after deer last week, returned C. W. Bowker
h
8.
Mrs.
evening.
W.
E.
day
Brooke,
evening·
third
Monday
Reception—Mrs.
Kmampment, llrst and
from the second trip Saturday night.
Ν. Ε Ο. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, mecU in
«rlifit». Mrs. Η. Ν. Bolster, Mr*. J. F. Plnmmer, 1
■f each month.
New U. A. R.Hall, on the first and thirl WedNo
Bonney brought in two small deer— M ri». IH»ra Β. Greene, Mrs. C. M. Howard, l·Mr*
11 of K.-Mount Pleasant Rel>ekah Lo«ige,
I
nesday
Mrs.
evenings of each month
eacl
of
R
J.
Bennett.
Mrs.
W. J.Wheeler,
j■> lueei* êècomù ami fourth FrMaya
"Sebrights," he calls them.
Ο U. A M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
Burbank. Miss Alice Knight. Mis· Anna Morse.
Il outil In Odd Fellows' Hall.
meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
L.
No.
Mrt4
10,
meet"
F.
Geo.
Eastman,
So.
re.
14?.
Kimball
Post.
the
Refreshment*—M
—W.
K.
Christmas Day will be observed by
G \ R
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fail. It is, in fact, the only remedy that
cess.
As the term at Leavitt does uot
"I
observant.
the
of
one
said
be depended upon and that
close until Friday of this week, Miss as last,"
in Portland, Me., can always
Institute
the
of
liquor
The
Keeley
to
enforcement
it
is pleasant and easy to take. For sale by
Rounds will not be able to begin her ascribe
that formerly went to the on Munjoy Hill, is successfully caring Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Stevens,
work here at once, and Miss Maxim will laws. Money
and drug users.
IiimMI·
goes to groceries and everybody drunkards
Oxford; Noyea Drug Store, Norway.
begin the term for her and teach until saloon,
I·
happier."
Mian Rounds returns home.
TION A I.

A Neurasthenic

A letter recently received in Damariscotta from Mrs. Holetead of that place,
wife of Capt. Holetead of the ship Ben

NORWAY.

Festival.

Rainbow

Splendid

for men, and

a

Lot

better lot

we

of w. L. DOUGLAS
have

SHOES

never seen.

Ι·ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ·ΙΙΙΙΙΙ·ΙΗ···ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ·ΙΙΙΙΙΜΐ·ι·ΐι

Pharmacist.

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

LAMPS.

CHINA.

Wo

They

show you Lamps in many
and prices from 25 cts. to $10

can

Wo have in this department every- design»
each.
thing to complete a full line. Salads,
Fruit
Cups and Saucers, Chocolate Pots,
Bowls, Ice Cream Sets, Nut Bowls, and
hundreds of other pretty and up-to-dato

with

are

and

Orthopedic

from FRENCH

STATIONERY.

made

in both lace and blucher

Philadelphia

ENAMEL,

styles,

toe, broad low heel and

VALOUR

CALF, and

VICI KID.

novelties.
NOTICE.
Fancy Boxes for Holiday trade. Λ
District Court of the United States for the
complete line of all kinds.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter or
)
ISAIAH H LKAVITT,
{In Bankruptcy,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Isaiah H. Leavttt In the
We have over 50 different kinds of
We have the very best kind that are
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
in every price and quality; dressNotice Is hereby given that on t'>e 24th day of manufactured, and will give an Accident Dolls,
ed and undressed, China, Kid, Cloth,
Oct., A. D. 1903, the said Isaiah II. Leavltt was
ensuring
with every pen sold,
etc. All prices, from ic. to $15 each.
duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the first Policy
one year from
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court them against breakage for
House. In South Paris, on the 23rd day of Dec., date of
will
We
perguarantee
policy.
A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
fect satisfaction. One of these will make
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
useful present.
a
tbe
as
well
examine
as
a
bankrupt,
You ehould not miss this department,
trustee,
a
claims, appoint
very pretty
and transact such other business as may properly
for here we have the latest of all kinds.
come before said meeting.
Books for the Girle, Books for the Boys,
South Paris, Dec. 7, 1908.
GEO. A. WILSON,
pretty little Gift Books, Booklet*, Bibles
Befereeln Bankruptcy.
of all kinds, Dictionaries, Picture Books
(n tbe

DOLLS.

FOUNTAIN PENS.

The

IN

TUB

South Paris, Maine.

The following statement contains the name,
the amount standing to his credit, the last known
residence or post office address and tbe fact of
In the South
death. If known, of every
—l' depositor
U.t
,1.^1»
Parle Savings Bank, who has not made a deposit,
of
w any
i«·· v.
moreui, or
muj part
thereof,
withdrawn any part
pari '—
or witnurawn
than
—lod of more th»n
the dividends thereon, for a period
an
and
iber
1.
November
1,
1903,
20 years next preceding
U not known to the treuarer to) be living.
·»

hi

oiS

52

2f2

SSS.1;,». Lapham. 5ES.«
ho. IB, 1Θ83,

J.

\i
3

S
ε*
<5

«X

I hereby certify that the above statement 1<
true according to my beet knowledgeand belief
GEOKUE II. ATlfOOD, Treasurer.

stand back of.

etc.

Call and see this line.
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are

and we
OUR STORE WILL BE OPEN EVERY EVENING,
Give us a call before the
to show customers goods at any time.

glad

best trades have been

picked

up.

Thanking you all for past favors, I

F. H. BECK,
OPEN EVERY EVENINO.

am,

Yours

truly,

Norway, Haine,

TELEPHONE 124-2.

of the tost

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

These lines we

South Paris Savings Bank,

one

fitting

PRICE $3.00 and $3.50.

TOYS AND GAriES.

galore.
buy mostly from manu*
facturers, so we save one profit and can
JEWELRY.
sell cheaper than we could if we bought
In this department you will And a
from jobbers, so have a very large trade
Cuff
I have rented a large variety of Watches, Chains,
in this department.
alone Buttons, Rings, Bead Chains, Brooches.
separate store for this department
are gold-filled, plated, ond solid
and can show you big bargains in all These
we warrant we will
kids of Toys, Sleds, Doll·' Furniture, ware. Everything

is

and most durable shoes in the market.

BOOKS.

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

Douglas Shoe

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Οι

Driving

in the coldest of winter is made

a

pleasure by using a

SLEIGH HEATER
I

am

selling

the best HEATER made for

$2.75.

OAZjIj and bxamtnb thbm,

JAMES N. FAVOR, Kes°s%\hoerIuc,<er
OX Main »t.9 Norway, Maine.

(vers & Poil Pianos.

■tasraBgflSifëS&l
î»wSToxtord

The CMMmury Expa«4«.)

Christmas

EXPERIENCE

ÀTENTS
'«■■Γ
r> f TV "

An»one»en:l«ntc

η

ΠΙλπη·

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
an

opinion fre«j whether
■lulclil»
l»»te«it.il.le. (Vmmunlnv
inven'i···! ι< I
'Mritideiitial. Handbook ou I'atenU
tlona
•«jut free. 1»! lot :i.«iu τ fvr hvnrtlif pdMnll
Patents ! ik«"> through Munti A Co. receive
tptrUil iiotL···, without charge luthe
our
·*··»' !r

Scientific American.

A hHiitl*mie'T :iln«»rHt«sl week!». I irvoet Ctp.
eolation of any at-lentUio hwrtiaL 'i< ru.*. $3*
year: four month*. 9L tfolil by all newadeelers.

SIUHN & Co."·"—-- New York
Branch < ifflctf, «S Κ St„ Washington, D. C.

Several
who

are

opportuuity

Good

positions
capable boys.
Apply at once to

ness.

uAlntnnU

CHASE» MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.!

Telephone Connection.

r.

w.

SUPPLIES !

nAiin,

Mall

I

Kodol Digests What You let

and relieves the stomach of all nervota
strain and the heart of all pressure;
■otttaaenly. $1.00 Size holdlnf 2% tlmea the trM

W. H. Winchester,

Sold

Φ

by F. A. Shurtleff A|Co.

5. RICHARDS,

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Nasal

CATARRH
In all Its

PlBBIlftS,

to close out odd

fSSjfO
JUfij
·*

.:.e.

cold in ilie head

a

quickly.

Cream Bnltii is placed Into the noetrila, spreads
the luetubrauo and ie aheorbed. Relief laimucdkte and a cure follow*. It la not drying—doe·

wr

application.

aot

produce sneezing;. Large Site,

SO eenta At

Drug·

or by mail ; Trial Siie, 10 centa by mail.
KLY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New York

-i»U

Farm for Sale.

Healthy

Children

—

It needs only a
llttl·· WitU-UfUiUVSH tu
keep children iiiK1 oU health.
Look for the symptom* of little
ills mill treat tbeia promptly to
ward off moreserious sickness.

Dr. True's

patterns and clean

ELIXIR

the great remedy for childhood complaints. Kor stomach ami bowel disorder». indigestion, cut tipatiou, poor
apftite, fever* and « ornia it ι» mi
Nenrousuess, peevishequaled.
ness and a iamni'd feeling all
tmlKatetrouhlesilial are trai'ed
usually to tlie .(uuiai-li, and
quick relief follow s tlie nae of
Itr. Trat'i Kllxlr. Ow 50year*in uk.
Λ11 druggists. Sfc.·. W rite for Iree booklet,
"Children and Their DiMeac*."
JR. J. F. TRUE A CO.. Auburn. Me.
1·

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

All the words pictured contain the
number of letters. When rightly
guessed and written one IhjIow another in the 'order numbered, the zigzag,
beginning at the upper left hand letter,
will spell tin' name of a famous English artist whose characteristic work is

h6|The great virtue of these waists

MAINE.

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

is that
Made of stuff that will
not shrink nor fade aml wh ch wiU not
lose its texture in the tub, they can be
hinted at In the picture.- St. Nicholas.
cast into the water every week and scrub- THEY ABE FOUND TO BE IN EVEBY
bed with abardon. On being taken ou
LAND THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE.
No. 373.—Charade.
they are pressed and when the process U
at
if
not
like
new,
My first is a piece of money.
look,
completed they
least very nearly as good.
The geographical distribution of redMy second a feature of the face.
beaded girls is fortunately wide.
or
They
is
intended
designed.
THE NEW TUB WAISTS.
My third
can be found in every inhabited quarter
My fourth is the article in Arabic anIn the tubbable shirt waists can be
of the world.
swering to the Italian il, tiie Spanish counted the heavy new. mercenzed
The so-called dark races are frequentwith a wonderful glory of finish, and
el and the English definite article the.
The
locks.
there can be mentioned the glazed white ly glorified by glowing
My fifth is a doctrine or tlfeory.
are swarthy as a race, but the
with brocaded figures, which Spaniards
My whole is affected sentiment.
Castilians
frequently
cannot be told from brocaded satin at a pureet-blooded
show traces of their Vieigothic blood by
The
Infanta
hair.
and
red
\o. 371.—Autumn I'lre*.
blue
eyes
canvases come in all
Supply the missing words. Only the and are really wonderful in the perfection Eulalie, who visited this country in 1893,
is red-headed.
second and fourth lines rhyme.
of their weave.
They are loveliest η
Red-haired Italians are fairly numerIn the other gardens
Gobelin and in wood brown,and in
ous in Italy.
They are the most numerAnd all up the vale
Indian red. But, for that matter, they
ous in the northern provinces, where
From the autumn
look well in any shade. They look very
there is the greatest infueion of German
See the mixke
soft, but when taken in the
blood.
will be found as heavy as the stoutest
Pleasant summer over
And there is no girl in the world pretAnd nil the summer flowers;
tier than a red-haired Italian or Spaniard,
The red tire
fact that Jack Frost arrives In
it be a red-haired American.
The gray smoke
winter, bringing with him the nipplng exceptIreland a red-haired
In
girl is made
from
hitherto
women
has
kept
days,
Si ik- a song of seasons!
miserable by being called a "Dane."
In
Decemwaist
wash
shirt
the
wearing
SonuthliiK bright in al.!
This epithet is a legacy of 1000 years or
ber. But, with the advent of the heavieet
Flowers in the
more—from the time when the Danes
cotton fabrics, this objection ha. been
Fires in the
did override the coasts of
waved aside. And they who could not actually
Britain.
think of putting on the washablefabrics
Xo. 37.V—Trlnnicle.
In a similar manner the Norsemen,
Banishes. 3. A kind of in winter time are now reveling In them. who invaded
1. Useful.
Sicily centuriee ago and
Perhaps the prevailing tendency to intermarried with
cloth. 4. A defense or excuse. 5. A
the inhabitants, left
in woman's attire has led
raannishness
with
descendants
marsh, ti. A plural pronoun. 7. A the winter
gleaming brain
in
her
brother
to
girl
copy
thatches.
consonant.
this respect: "If John wears a
The Turks are a light-haired, blueble shirt in the winter time, why not
eyed race, and their children are everyXo. 37C.—Some Old Kaahloued Letter··. Marv?" asks the winter girl.
Δ?α· where scattered about Asia and northern
When f and s were made almost failing to answer the question, she has
Africa.
solution.
out
a
sew.
for
taken
be
few
satisfactory
wrought
might
alike,
And where there aren't any red-haired
the
is
when
truth
the
told,
an
infor
be
taken
Perhaps
brute
1. A
might
nature—as among the Moors
waist is more welcome in the girls by
tubbable
habitant of a great country.
and Arabs—the glowing locks are comtime than in the summer. I
winter
2. To fasten might be a number.
of all. The women all dye their
the winter a heavy coat Is worn and t ib monest
tresses to a most lovely red with
a. To disappoint might be to begin a I'ertainlv
jarring to a woman s feelings jetty
henna.—St. Louie Republic.
voyage.
to put on a heavy cloak over a mce wais
4. Discovered might be u noise.
There is always the thought that the
"Do you think it possible for a man
waist is being crushed into nothingness who is clever with the brush to make a
5. Reputation might l>c Identical.
G. To conform might be to ,be seuted. and its trimmings ground mto ribbons.
these days?" asked the discouragThe wash waist, on the other hand living
7. Corpulent might be was seated.
ed artist. "Yes," responded the cruel
and
in
its
construction
being
plainer
8. A graceful young creature might
cynic, "if he is a bootblack."
stouter in Its constitution, suffers nothbe cut.
from the crushing and comes out as
ing
CAUTION!
9. l ucleau might be spirit.
line as ever after a day's wear under the
This is not a gentle word—but when
1U. Merriment might be a luminary;
fur coat.
you think how liable you are not to
11. An exploit might be a chair.
AI.L WAISTS ARK BLOUSE.
purchase the only remedy universally
j
And a etill further argument in favor known and a remedy that has bad the
Χ ο. :t77.—Λ Fleet of Milpa.
it
of the wash waist ie its prettiness for
largest sale of any medicine in the world
The ship of the political leader?
is certaiuly made upon the pretUeet plan. since 1868 for the cure and treatment of
The ship of the parental representa- In its
shape it leaves nothing at all to be Consumption and Throat and Lung
tive?
for thin girls or fat; and in its troubles without loeing its great popudesired,
The ship ia which Crouiweli trav- style It is more than excellent.
larity all these years, you will be thankeled?
Both the thin woman and the »t l ful we called your attention to Boschee's
woman can wear a waist that ie very full I German Syrup. There are so
many
Λ magazine or uewspaper sl'.ip?
upon the bust and to secure this Mine» ordinary cough remedies made by drugTwo English titled ships?

Also Window & Door Frames.

It In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, semi In your order*. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

-.

washa-

there

cult expectoration and coughing during
the
and mornings, there is nothlike German Syrup. The 25 cent
the middle of the front. But this pouch size has just been introduced this year.
instead of being wide and heavy is nar-1 Regular size 75 cents. F. ▲. Shurtleff
row and rather pointed so that the figure I & Co.

fuites

knucW.

^Another

5.
4. Deter.
8. Besom.
2. Token.
Tenet. Down—1. S. 2. At. 3. Bob. 4.
Eked. 5. Keset. β. Note. 7. Men. 8.
Re. ». T.
No. 304.—Enigma : Cowardice.
No. 305.—Novel Double Acrostic: IniFourth ro\y—llorutials— Macaulay.
8.
2. Accused.
1. .Mansion.
tius.
Conifer. 4. Auction. ">. Uudated. 0.
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Nankin.
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STOPS

Formosa.

THE

COUGH

AND WORKS OFF THE

COLD.

nice three seated

1

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
Home Telephone Call, 103-5.
Andrew· House Stable Call. ΙΟβ-li.

DECORATE,
By

"Every

Dam,
2

Dare

Jewel,

Inch

Devil,

a

has been our

Msdklaefsr
ftrty Year·—

jjJJJJi
has

John

no

·

medicine for headache,
torpid Hver. indigestion

and biliousness tnd all
ailments ari&ing from
disordered

a

stomach

and bowel·.

equal for us."

H Wills.

family

—

Farmmgtm.

It

surely

Mr and Mrs.

Me.

»

109.

art AI Ferai
m Caret ly

dam of Lord March,

:ι ι i-j, and Point

Send for circular.

Dexter,

a :ai

i-a.

WW Πνν I Hi y
ill Whaalar
WJ

South Pari»,

"It is with pleasure that I can give
you my testimonial for the True 'L. F."
For forty years it
Atwood's Bitters.

King."

record

W· Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.

Maine

Down in Texas at Yoakum, is a big
firm of which Mr. J. λ£. Haller
is the head. Mr. Haller on one of his
tripe east to buy goods said to a friend
who was with him in the paiace car,
"Here, take one of these Little Early
Risers upon retiring and you will be up
early in the morning feeling good." For
the "dark brown" taste, headache and
that logy feeling DeWitt's Litte Early
Risers are the best pills to use. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

dry goods

Per AN Tret bits

Black Stallion,

THE LONE STAR STATE.

AftNMd A Forfco, ION* fMSa

tv au tan no—"Why

did Mrs. Enpeck
in such a rasping tone to her husband?" Duzno—"She w&j simply filing
her answer."

speak

sleeve

as

GOOD FOR CHILDREN.

The pleasant to take and harmless One
uine shirt waist sleeve with narrow cuff. I Minute Cough Cure gives immediate reThe cuff fastens with a long point lief in all cases of Cough, Croup and
which laps over and is caught with a Grippe because it does not pass imlittle button or with a hook.
mediately into the stomach, but takes
effect right at the seat of the trouble.
MISS ROOSEVELT'S LUNCHEON WAISTS.
It draws out the inflammation, heals and
Miss Alice Roosevelt ie reveling in soothes and cures permanently by enatime
this
fall
for
each
shirt
waists
pretty
bling the lungs to contribute pure lifeshe appears in public she wears one. giving and life-sustaining oxygen to the
She chooses them for luncheons, morn- blood and tissues. Dr. Armstrong of
it daily and says
ing calls, and 5 o'clock teas. They are Delia, Tex.,
in everv shade that can be imagined with there is no better cough remedy made.
a preference for the tens, the browns,
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the deep reds, aud all the shad°*
"Excuse me, sir. I seem to have met
One waist was a marvel in prettinees
being in an Indian red canvas, workedI by you before. Are you not a relative of
hand down each side of the front. The Mr. Dan Briggs?" "No, madam. I am
design chosen was the conventional Mr. Dan Briggs himself." "Ah, then that
chrysanthemum which was carried out explains the remarkable reeemblance!"
in rose colore with the stems in green.
KODOL DYSPEPSIA CURE
Surely this gave an opportunity for a
verv nice exhibit of handiwork and the
all classes of food, tones and
Digests
woman who is handy with the needle
strengthens the stomach and digestive
could do a great deal in the way of em- organs. Cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
broidering her shirt waist fronts.
Stomach Troubles, and makes
rich
Another wash waist, worn recently at blood, health and strength.
Kodol
a eirl'e luncheon in Washington, showed
Dyspepsia Cure rebuilds woraout tissues,
bands of narrow canvas, put on as strap-1 purifies, strengthens and sweetens the
of
the
each
down
each
side
fr°nt,
pings,
stomach. Gov. G. W. Atkinson, of West
band is stitched with machine stitching Virginia, says, "I have used a number
of bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and
great many of the tubbable waist* have found it to be a very effeotive and,
are trimmed with brass buttons, which
Indeed, a powerful remedy for stomach
And I ailments. I recommend it to
are removed for the tub's sake.
my friends."
the putting on of the buttons I» one of Sold
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the self-appointed tasks of the winter I
"Do you think that the automobile
are taking the old white waists will cause the extinction of the horse?"
"Not
unless the horse persists in getting
last
summer
and
are
them
of
working
down each side with a great Patera in in the way," answered the chauffeur.
dark red, either a big diamond pattern,
or a Greek scroll.
Then, down the front,
Kindly take notice that Ely's Liquid
they are setting brass military buttons, Cream Balm is of great benefit to those
thus giving the finishing winter touch to sufferers from nasal catarrh who cannot
the waist which is to be worn unti I Inhale
freely through the nose, but must
Christmas and afterward.
treat themselves by spraying. Liquid
Still another luncheon waist, ®*βο worn I Dream Balm differs in form, but not
by a Washington girl, was trimmed with medicinally from the Cream Balm that
simulated box plaits, very narrow and lias stood for years at the head of remerunning from the shoulder seam right iies for catarrh. It may be used in any
down to the belt. The waist"mbat- îasal atomiser. The prioe, including a
toned invisibly under a wide box plait, l· ipraying tube, is 75 cents. Sold by
and upon this plait were groups of brass Iruggiets and mailed by Ely Brothers,
buttons, in little rows of three
I >β Warren Street, New York.
If you are going to give a shirt waist
for a Christmas present it is essential
"Uucle William, do you ever pause to
that it be one that has the touch of
ironder where those clouds are soing?"
your own hand upon it. The
Ί think mebbe they're goin' to tnunaer.
thought Is thus («pressed and, antici- I'm
glad I brought my umbrella."
pating this, there come the most beau-1

prescribes

8

CHANDLER,

carriages (open),

home when we're tired of them than to
ask them to go home."

j

8. Yachter.

Learned. 7. Acrobat.
No. 3»J0.—Angles:

lieria.

The True "L F." Medicine

Mrs. Stubbub—"For goodness' sake!
Why do you want to call on the Eorems
to-night?" Mr. Stubbub—"Because if
we don't they're certain to come over
here. It will be more pleasant to go

Pnsaler^
just pretty and morel
No. 303.—Rhomboid: Across—1. Sabre. in favor, is the sleeve which is the genKey to the

.....

20 horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 su Fries, 4 bicycle

J ing nights

and thick,

is not visibly thickened thereby.
Sleeves are made in all sorts of ways
but porhaps the prettiest is the debu8*
tantes sleeve which shows a
far as the elbow, where it is met by a I
to
very deep cuff which extends down
This cuff must be unthe
buttoned to admit of the hand slipping

sion so early, sir."'

Planing, Sawing

10

givejthe

have, the
full blouse effect directly over the belt in

[

No. 3tH).—Reversals: Sleek,· keels. |
Sleeps peels.
No. 370.—Ceograpliical Puz>les: 8i-|

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

plaits laid upon the shoulder I gists and others that are cheap and good

"In* waists, thin

Slftht.
"Your salary isn't enough to support
my daughter, sir."
"I'm glad you've come to thai conclu-

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer that
(Kenilworth).
best of all agricultural papers

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

are

widen later into a Gibsonian ίΓΟ°Η for light colds perhaps, but for severe
Or there are box plaits which
Coughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especialfullness at the bust where it is most ly for Consumption, where there is diffito

Relief In

S

in connection with

c0]?™

W°The

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
at $2.25 per year in advance. Subscripa cold in one day.
No Cure, no Pay.
tions may begin now and will be sent
Price 25 cent·.
and Job Work. until Jan. 1, 1WS. The
only condition
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
Mrs. Shodligh—"Don'tyou think they
attaching to this proposition is that all
like angels, professor?" Pre f. Puml·. W.
subscriptions to the Farmer shall be sing
matam, I nefer heard t
perniokel—"Sure,
or
Maine. new ones. Address
call at the office of human
West Sumner.
beings sing like dey do.''·

Livery Stock (or Sale !

stuffe^

l,TheCcotton

Illustrated Rebuses: 1.
No. 307.
Where one will not. two cannot quarrel. 2. Snakes shed their grosser skins.
No. 3t«8.—Charade: Kennel," worth

I will furnish IMMtK-S and WINDOWS of any
Sise or Style at reasonable prices.

woo^

they will wash.

—

NORWAY,

pri^,

taffeta seem
like thirty cents in matter of cost.
These very expensive cotton waists are
in cheviot, in cotton canvas, and in very
thick weight and are as warm as
Many are, to use a colloquialism, as

same

R

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

|

poeitively high in
dewasveU*

are
some of them are as
while a great many make

The ship that carries out?
The last remaining ship?
Situated 3 miles from South Paris
The ship of the good sailor?
depot on the East Oxford road.
Contains 200 acres. Lots of wood
L'aualljr So.
and pine. Buildings in good repair.
Tommy—l*a, what does "obvious reasons" mean?
Inquire of SARAH P. PAGE,
Old Ladies' Home, Norway.
Father—Usually, my son, it means
Or of H. M. Berry at the farm.
reasons that the writer is too lazy or
too ignorant to explain.

Carpets

Wool

m

Itcarocatarrhan-ldr^ ca
wiy

A LOW PRICE
ON

there

diseased mouth*

lie

Ν. H.

—

m

ciui<e9,soolUet Mid /'."ils

Supplies.

sent on

sta oe

IT! j's Cream Balm

R-cords, Blanks, Horns, and

Catalogues

owioa—

OPTICIAN,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

inexpensive,

and

cottons!

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of eveiy
one hundred people who have heart troubla
can remember when It was simple Indigo*
It is a scientific fact that all eases «I
ton.
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result ef Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments an4
swells the stomach, puffing It up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action «I
the heart and In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kaubte. af Nevada. O.. aayi: I had stomach
trouble and waa le a bad atate aa 1 had heart trouble
with tt. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cura fer about fee
Bfltha and tt cared ma.

abe, which sells for 50c.
by a. α DewiTT a oo.,

Berlin,

!«lr.

Pari».

orders promptly filled.

an

smart,

J. WALDO

α

photographic

43 Tlalii St., South

open to

are

8.

Weak
busi-| Hearts

to learn the shoe

fabrics are
eirable in every way, still it must be torn
that, after all, it is the wash ^aiet whlch
holds first place in popularity. And for
a Christmas gift this is particularly true.
The wash waist, while it may be very
inexpensive and usually is at this time
of year, can also be costly ( and
that you have purchased a tubbable winter waist is not to argue that y°u
bought it cheap, on the bargain counter.
The new cotton waiete, far from being

ihe ONLY

UPAD

^They

I

personal |

waists, of very heavy
» large pattern stamped upon the front.
This can be worked by hand in silks or I
tiful

Bssss QnMne

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS A BOX
ie the value H. A. Tisdale, Summerton, In wash cottons, until the waist le a
•CoMIbOm Day,
Day»
S. C., place* on DeWitt'a Witch Hazel work of art as well as of utiUty.
Salve. He aays: "I had the (lies for
The wash waist goes beautlfuHy with
twenty yean. I tried many doctors and ill the separate skirts, and the fact that
medicines, but all failed except DeWitt's it come· in all oolors make· it one of the
Witch Hazel Salve. It cured foe." It noet desirable dress adjuncts of the sea"Do you believe," said the lady with
is a combination of the healing properthe good
tie· of Witch Hazel with antiseptics and
open canvas materials, while they lie sear and and yellow, "that
emollients; relieves and permanently : ook very thin, come heavily lined, °r so I ^ lie young?" "How could I?" exclaimed
cures blind, bleeding, itching and pro;hat they are worn over a heavy lining. be flatterer. "How oould I, and you so
1
trading piles, sorea, cuts, bruis m, ecae- They are, for the most part, in cream 11 food—er—that is"—"Sir?"
ma, salt rheum and all skin diseases. < x)ior; and the nature of their weave is
Sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co.
ι luch that they
admit of the most I ΓΟ CUBE A COLD IN ONE DAY

^The

elaborate needlework.

Gri^i3

Jj
j

Rote·, Armenia I fake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
LU druggists refund the money if it
j1 ails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature

Pecken—"I understand Meekerton was ; patterns, and Assyrian designs canailb·
married last week."
Enpeck—"I'm worked in the cilss oroea mseh of this,
glad of it I never did like that fellow." < •ream colored canva·.—Sunday Tim··,

<m

eaoh box·

2fto«

a

[Mil Airlciltiral Joirul of tie World
Every department written by ipedallau,
ilgbeat autboritlee In their respective line·.

No other paper pretend· to compare with It Id
of

iroilPERMBLE TO
COUNTBY RESIDENTS

ALL

WHO WI8H TO

VP WITH THE TIMEK.

HI EP

•1b|1« labMrlpU··, $1ΛΟ(
Two labMrlptitu,

Five labMrlptlo··, |S,Su.

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

SPECIAL· INDUCEMENTS TO BAISERS
OF ItABOEB CLrBS.
F«ar Hoathi1

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

SPECIMEN COPIES

LUTHEB TUCKER * SON,
AlbimTi Ν. Y.

99 A. Main Street.

Mention this paper.

Every

Every

Farmer

Farmer

NEEDS

who is interested in tbe news of hiB
town and county should subscribe

A

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly

for a

to

Good Local
keep him in touch with the doings
neighbors, the home markets,

and all items of interest to himself

South Paris, Me.,

'All right,' said the organist. Seeing
the verger remain, he said, 'You uecd
not stay.' 'Pieuse, sir, tlie* bishop asked me to ask you if you would give
him a something—I didn't quite catch
—note.' 'You mean the reciting uote.'
'That's It, sir; that's It.' Seeing the
'You
verger still remaining, he said,
need not stay.' To which the verger
his
en id. 'Please, sir, shall I take it to

A Rigid Sabbatarian.
A Canadian university man is enlivening his home circle with the following story: He was touring in Scotland
lust summer. One Sunday morning he
put his little hammer in his | took et (he
is an amateur geologist) and. strolling
out upon the hills, began to chip off

such specimens of rock as interested
blm. A native passing by looked on
with a frown. "Sir," he said, "do ye
ken yer breakln' more than stones
there?" "Breakln' the Suhhath. eh?"
said the young Canadian, with a laugh,
and, to appease the Scot, be put away
the hammer and walked α little way
with him. A turn of the road revealed
the ruins of a castle. "What castle Is
that ?" said the stranger. "It's uoo the
day." was the severe reply, "to be
speirin' sic things."—London Outlook.
Λ Tree That Grown DUbe·.

AS

to

$1.75

if you

send your order

Τιικ

New-Yon κ- Tbibunk

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

GOOD

metropolitan
as a daily,

Sood

AS
A
DAILY
NEWS-

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

There Is a tree lu the West Indies
that the natives say "grows dishes!"
It looks like an apple tree. They call It
It I wars very queer
the calabash.
haves and large white blossoms that
grow right from the trunk and larger
branches. After the flower comes the
fruit. Just as our apples or peaches do.
Put this fruit Is In the shape of a
gourd, only stronger and much larger,
sometimes a font in diameter. Now, see
what a use the people of that country
make of this fruit. The shell is so hard
that all sorts of big and little dishes
and drinking cups can be carved out of
It. Even pots and kettles are made and
tisod over the Are. but of course they
cannot last as long as our Iron ones.

at

South

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J. Wheeler,
BllXlIVtt· BLOCK,

Soitfh Purl*.

Haine.

Fakmkb, New-

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
is a

Kstey organ

One second band

Paris, almost new, for $55.

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.

ALMOST

"

year for

with the money to

Send your name and addrese
York City, for free sample copy.

I have nice oak case organ at Humford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
a

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
NEW-YORK CITY,
in nice condition, for $45.
will post you every week on all im- «tops,
One second hand Dyer A Hughe*, Mix
portant agricultural topics of the day,
and show you how to make money octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost 9125, for $05.
from the farm.
One second band square piano, a nice
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.
one, for $115, worth $140.

will admirably supply your wants
for county news and prove a welcome
visitor in every household.
Regular Price, $1.50 per Year.

one

for every member of

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

The Oxford Democrat,

Both of these papers

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
of others case, Pease piano, 7t octave, almost new
methods and for

experience

■

special matter
his family.

and family.

'Go.' he said to the verger, 'aud tell
the organist that 1 will sing the litany
and ask him to give me the reciting
note.' 'Please, sir,' said the verger to
the organist, 'the bishop has sent me
to you to say he will sing the litany.'

thé

#18».
the advanced
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
improvements which are an invaluable
new, for $900, worth $250.
aid in securing the largest possible
One second band I vera & Pond piano,
with
and
from
the
farm,
profits
walnut cane, for $930, wortb ^

of hie

For the Note.

give liim

in all

Weekly Newspaper
to

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

Up-to-Date

Wide-Awake

Trial Trip 50 cent·.

will be mailed free on request. It will pay any
body Intereated In any way In country lire tu
•end for them. Addreaa the publisher»

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me

An English churchman tells the following: "At one of our cathedrals the
minor canon was III and could not s!ng.
A suffragan bishop had a good voice
and volunteered to sing the litany.

lordship?'

the

juaUflcatlona of editorial etaff.
Give· the agricultural NKW8 with a degree
jompleteneaa not even altempte·! by other·.

skeleton.

YVuitlii*

Agricultural NEWSpaper,

AMD IDMimDLT THE

is marvelous
poor wretch is dispatched
when It is considered that each ant
can do nothing more than merely tear
out a small particle of flesh and carry
It off. Vet In a surprisingly short time
the writhing victim will have been

changed Into

1831

GENTLEMAN

B>

fancy evening

Mr. Joseph Clewley. of 47 Church street.
κk. ι·» r for J. K. Knox & Co., Lynn,
Mas»., manufacturers of «Ilea and cuttlug
tools, says: "I used several prescriptions
from physlclaus, trying to get relief from
attacks of backache. The pain was In the
region of the kidneys, and the medicine
seemed to relieve me for the time being,
tut It always returned. If I took cold Tt
times I
was always worse, and at each
1 bad a severe attack
was downright sick.
and used 1 «van's Kidney Pills. The first
W>x relieved me a great deal. Coutluulng
the treatment a short time longer 1 was
♦•ntirely cured, and I have had no return of
the complaint."
For sale by all druggists; SO cents per
box. Fostcr-Milburu Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.

PAMCDAO

crc^Uch^

"white

age|

about 16 years of
strong and who wish

boys

GOUNTRY

Continental
Irishman nt flrst tried to break
uezt regular meeting they would cast α word, but be was swept away, as It
tobacoo
outer
into
darkness;
Duke
Mr.
of Mr.
were, In the unceasing flow
they would have up their own pet presi- Lecky's language; so after a time he
dent in his stead.
In amused bewilderment, waiting
Mr. Duke did not wait until a next sat
until nature gave out. But when Mr.
regular meeting. He at once appeared
be
in the midst of his enemies, wno held Lecky felt he was getting exhausted
with
the heft of trust tobacco stock.
rose from his chair, shook bands
"Why wait until a next meeting?" the hostess and her guest, keeping on
"Here
said Mr. Duke to the plotters.
talking all the time. Tbey came out
are my three resignations.'1
with him to the top of the staircase,
The clique were puzzled; at last the
but could not get a word edgeways
coolest scrambled to bis verbal feet.
as be talked all the way
"And what will yon do now when you even then,
and was even In an
out of the tobacco business, Mr. down to the door
was
uke?M he purred. He would be kindly unfinished sentence when the door
Mid sympathetic, and soften Mr. Duke's shut behind him. Tliey looked at each
downfall as much as he might.
other and tojired.—Freeman's Journal.
"What shall I do now when I go out
of the tobacco business?" repeated Mr.
The Soldier Ant.
Duke. "Go into it again to-morrow."·
The lion is the king of beasts, but all
The plotters gasped, gurgled, choked;
his magnificent strength and feroctbe cheek of their anticipations paled. of
when he
What! this Caesar of tobacco rearing up ity would avail him nothing
Hut this ant 19 not
a rival concern and lighting them; Hor- faced a mere nnt.
rors! They fell on Mr. Duke's neck in a the usual kind which peacefully goee
body; they layon "hie shirt front and about Its domestic duties day by day.
wept. They didn't mean it; they were It is the terrible driver or soldier ant.
only jesting; they couldn't keep house said to be the most invincible creature
without him; they would take it back.
In the world.
Mr Duke smiled the pale, thin, sour smile
Against these tiny enemies no man
of cynicism. His resignations were reor band of men, no lion or tiger nor
has
since
be
and
jected unanimously;
ruled undisturbed of shareholder or di- even 11 herd of elephants, can do anyrector in his trust kingdom of Con- thing but hurriedly get out of the wny.
solidated Tobacco.—Everybody's Maga- Among the Barotse natives a favorite
zine.
form of capital punishment Is to coat
the victim with grease and throw him
Red-headed Qirls.
before the advancing army of soldier
ants. The quickness with which the

the silk waist, the waistof taffeta, the peau de sole, the ombre silk
and the crepe de chine, and all the othe

Kidney Pills

no §u-

SUITABLE

SELECT SOMETHING

cKnce

Doan's

Boys Wanted
IN SHOE FACTORY.

TBC8T.

no

thouRhtfalnes^

Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.

50 YEARS*

KKUt

THE PBEBI*

OP THE θ BEAT TOBACCO

There are no mannered arroganciee

Shirt Waists.

f[

back.
A
A lame, a weak, an aching back
Telia of your kidnev ilia.
Backache is the kidneys' warning.

Me.

County,

DENT

*
several reasons.
nd "
which is always needed;
second,
shows a direct personal
and third, it is the fad to give a shirt
waist for a holiday gift.
Beyond this there is a
about the new waists which affords an
opportunity for a personal touch, a
to
to embroider, to
fagot, to decorate in some w*ywh
will give the waist an individuality
which is very flattering to the one wh

painful

|

CAN

TOU

BAD BACKS

WHEELER, Agfnl,

South Paris, Oxford

CHABAOTEBISTICe OF

ESTABLISHED

Mr. LceLr'i Torreat of IfMifc.
A very brilliant Irish lady some years
should
ago arranged that Mr. Leeky
uieet an able and famous Irishman of
It
very advanced opinions In politics.
was Intended that tbey should exchange views, and the Irishman bad a
good deal to say about Mr. Leoky's
later work and was well able to put
what be had to say In the most ef-

to Mr. Dnke:
assumptions,
perioritiee. There it, instead, a great,
confident
sitting down with the
quiet,
FRIEND OF YOUR AC- tacit declaration that he can protect him·
FOR EVERY
fective language. The door opened and
QUAINTANCE AND FOR ALL AGES ■elf and his interests—tobacoo—against
Mr. Lecky was announced. He was Inand all, and come to the wall who
WASH any
EIGHTY.
TO
EIGHT
FROM
troduced to the Irishman, and before
Onoe upon a time certain ambiwill.
to fall or retire below th}? surface;
had time to say anything the
WAISTS WILL BE WORN.
tious ones deoidedto outset Mr. Duke the latter
with Interdict and get a steep acclivity.
from his three tobacco presidencies, and historian began a political harangue
a ma- which he kept going without cessation
A shirt waist makœ the moet accepta- his annual 1100,000. They bought
Xo. 372.—Ill nut m ted ZlgMt.
The
the the whole time be was there.
ble of all Christmas présente, and for jority interest In the Consolidated,
In with
and the American. At the

No. STI^PkIic·.
Prefix the letter k with a design and
pet a board; with a part of the face
i.ml pet a small opening; wjth a relative ami get a knot; with evil and get

Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 2ti8 Ivers A
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the con31
servatory have placed their order for
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 30 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston lierai·!, the leading
issue
newspaper of New England, in its
of July 13, 1902.

BOMB

Deeocr®*, PmiU. Mata·»·

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.

W. J.

the Quiet Mr. Duke.

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

South Paris, Maine.

Eastern Steamship Company.

PORTLAND DIVISION.
Fare $1.0), Portland
to Boston. Staterooms $1.00 to $1.50.
Steamer* leave Franklin wharf, Portland, and India wbarf, Boston, daily except Sunday at 7 P. M.
Freight always as low as other line*.
AU freight via the steamers of this Com
pany is insured against Fire and Mariue

Reduced Kate.

Risk.

J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

Manager.

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
General offices Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mass.

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several
horses for sale.

large

of

Also

hauling logs.

work

These horses have
winter

the

through

worked

been

pairs

two or

three

postal card to THE NEW- pairs of fresh horses just received,
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will also several
good driving horses.
bring you a free sample copy.
Your name and address on a

W. J

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

CET RIGHT ABOARD.

There is plenty of room for everybody to reach
the land of good health via the Romoc line. The
Romoc man says, ''There is no need of glandular
swellings, facial éruptions, abscesses, tumorous, or
•encerous growths, and if you sutler from such it is your own
fault." Juet start right in and do what thousands have done. Take
Romoc. Man never invented anything that could equal it as a
blood purifier. Romoc is Nature'· own remedy, uncontaminated
by poisonous drugs or alcohol. When it cures, it cures permanently.
It does not irritate ; it does not break down tlesh tissue. The mis-

sion of Romoc i· to build up, give strength and make rich, red
blood, and to enable all the organs of the body to act as Nature
intended they should. Please try a bottle of Romoc on my rec-

A JipaDfw Wedding.
A Japanese wedding Is α quaintly
pretty ceremony. The bride, dressed
lu a white silk kimono and white veil,
eits ou the floor facing her ufllanced
Near them are two tables
husband.
upon one of which are two cups, a bot

ommendation for any blood
trouble and you will never
regret it.

A.W. Walker & Son,
Dealer· In

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, eto.

Complete Supply

for Masons.

SOUTH PARI5, MB. Telephone Connection.

Picture Frames

ROMOC LI Ni

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

tleof sake and a kettle with two spouts.
On the other are η miniature plum
tree, typifying the beauty of the bride;
a miniature fir tree, representing the
strength of the bridegroom, and u stork

stands on a tortoise, signifying loug
life aud felicity. The bride and bridegroom drink alternately from the twospouted kettle In token that they will
henceforth share eacli other's joys and
sorrows. After the wedding the bride's
veil is laid away to be used as her

Mouldings

&

High G-ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

shroud when she dies.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Her Π unbuild Wun Nut In.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

"Husband in?" asked the gas collector cheerfully.
"No." answered the woman, "he isn't
at home."
"Expecting him soon?" asked the

L, M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

collector.

SOUTH PARIS.

"Well," the woman replied thoughtfully, "I dou't know exactly. I've bceu

loo kin' for him seventeen years, and he
hasu't turned up yet You travel about
a good deal, and if you see a man who
looks as though he'd make me a pretty
good husband tell him I'm still await-

Λ

A* far H0M0e LAXATIVE TMUTS-IUIIE CUM FOR MNfflMTMN.
Jtomoe. We know thai all that (I laid ty thé Romoc

mêrfeintna

girtr atif'hl

In' and send him along."

to

F. A. SHURTLEFF St

FbUoaopher*· lleanouiuK.
Aristippus was au earnest suitor to
Dlonysius for some grant, who would
give no ear to his suit. Aristippus fell

CO.,

Pharmacie!».

A

WOOD ASHES FOR

at Ills feet nnd then Dlonysius granted
It One that stood by said afterward
to Aristippus, "You a philosopher and
be so base as to throw yourself at a
tyrant's feet to get a suit!" Aristippus
answered. "The fault is not mine, but
the fault is in Dlonysius, who carries
his <»ars In his feet"
Ll«lit

on

In any

HILLS,

maw

thit wotuUrful r*moéy U true, and ire will nAM to «mmm IA«
Μ* r—*U* tUmimtd. llWKilir, Janti#
********

SALE|

Jeweler and Graduate

Lowest Prices MriM.
NORWAY, MAINE.

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

WANTED !

for Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

Flaance.

"Sny, mister," began the rural cltleen as be meandered Into the village
editor's presence, "I'd like tew gir a
leetle light on that air financial ques-

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Optioian.

We

are

imount of

lar,

in the market

Pine,

for any

Spruce, Fir, Pop-

White Birch and all hard woods

tion."
"You didn't make any mistake in
CT.
:ut in long logs and 4 foot
coming to me." replied the molder of. \
NOTICE·
public opinion, "for If there is any one
will be
The highest cash
l η the District Court of the United 8tates for
on earth light on finance It Is yours
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Send your addre·· on a po*ul tor our MteeU
A.
I η the matter of
for above delivered at
)
truly."
premium offer· and a liberal trial quauij of |
A Bankrupt<*.
LOUIS COHEN.
Of
)
Rumfonl,
Bankrupt.
Tk· Human Mlad.
mill this coming winter.
To the creditors of LOUIS COHEN In
Lbe famoua «liver polish need by owner· of ral-1
8low In formlug, swift In acting; ι he County of Oxford and district aforeeald :
la hereby given that on the list day of aable Sllrerware all over the world.
Notice
1
Γηβ Mason Manufacturing Co.
slow in the making, swift In the work"8IUOOK," 4»CUff Street, New York.
loTember, A. D. 1906, the aald Loola Cohen
that the drat
ing; slow In the summit, swift down raa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and at
tbe
Court
be
held
hla
creditor*
will
South Paris.
leetlng of
the other slope; It Is the way of nalouse, In South Parle, on the 9th day of Dee.,
at
which
mind.
human
In
the
the
10
o'clock
forenoon,
the
of
at
ind
i.
D.
ture
IMS,
way
Ime tbe aald creditor* may attend, prove their
-Anthony Hope.
lalma, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt !
nd transact such other business aa may proper· !
m Oxford m4 MMM mmM—
ùiên or
Τ come before said meeting.
When the sea Is smooth we hay·
É tliraaa
η «mlulon
South Parte, Nor. », 190Î
ΤKB VICTOR OIL CQMF AMT,
A. WILSON.
OÎO.
Maine.
L.
sal
lore.—Schoolmaster.
I
CHASE,
Paris,
good
many
Betaree 1c Bankruptcy.

To

Housekeepers

Electro-Silicon

White Chester Boar,

11

J.

4

lengths.

price

paid
Kenney's

SALESMEN WANTED

J.

